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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1  Status of the Village Design Statement

1.1.1 Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council requested assistance from the community in April 2010 for 
volunteers to compile a Village Design Statement. Over the ensuing months a number came forward and terms 
of reference for the working group were agreed in November that year. Regular meetings were held by the 
working group which resulted in the successful approval of the Strensall Village Design Statement by City of 
York Council on March 3rd 2015.

1.1.2 It was recognised by the Parish Council that although local authority planning officers would refer to the 
Village Design Statement as a Supplementary Planning Document, it does not carry the same legal weight 
as a neighbourhood plan. For this reason, the Parish Council decided to take advantage of the opportunity 
presented by the 2011 Localism Act to prepare a neighbourhood plan for Strensall with Towthorpe Parish to 
give the community a greater say in the future development of the parish. This is because neighbourhood plans 
provide the opportunity for the communities to plan for their own area’s future and to have an input within the 
planning process.

1.1.3  The following is an extract from the Plain English Guide to the Localism Act which explains neighbourhood 
plans:

“Instead of local people being told what to do, the Government thinks that local communities should have 
genuine opportunities to influence the future of the places where they live. The Act introduces a right for 
communities to draw up a neighbourhood plan. Neighbourhood planning will allow communities, both 
residents, employees and business, to come together through a local parish council or neighbourhood forum 
and say where they think new houses, businesses and shops should go - and what they should look like. 
These plans can be very simple and concise, or go into considerable detail where people want. Local 
communities will be able to use neighbourhood planning to grant full or outline planning permission in areas 
where they want to see new homes and businesses, making it easier and quicker for development to go 
ahead. Provided a neighbourhood development plan or order is in line with national planning policy, with the 
strategic vision for the wider area set by the local authority, and with other legal requirements, local people will 
be able to vote on it in a referendum. If the plan is approved by a majority of those who vote, then the local 
authority will bring it into force. Local planning authorities will be required to provide technical advice and 
support as neighbourhoods draw up their proposals. The Government is funding sources of help and advice 
for communities. This will help people take advantage of the opportunity to exercise influence over decisions 
that make a big difference to their lives.”
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1.2  Strensall with Towthorpe Neighbourhood Plan

1.2.1  At the July 2015 meeting of Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council, the process to start to introduce a 
neighbourhood plan was agreed and four Councillors volunteered to be involved. An inaugural meeting of the 
steering group took place on 25th August 2015.

1.2.2  The area to be covered by the neighbourhood plan was submitted to the City of York Council on 
27th August 2015, with the consultation period running for a four-week period from 16th November to 14th 
December 2015.

1.2.3  At the Executive Member session of City of York Council held on 6th January 2016, an application was 
approved to designate the whole of Strensall with Towthorpe Parish as the neighbourhood plan area. Map ‘A’ 
shows the extent of the plan area.

1.2.4  The announcement in November 2016 by HM Government that MoD Sites were to be sold for 
development included Queen Elizabeth Barracks and Towthorpe Lines. City of York Council had included 
these sites in the City of York Council’s May 2018 submitted local plan, but the housing sites were 
subsequently removed following a visitor survey to Strensall Common Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
/Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) (refer to paragraph 3.2.4 on page 14 for further details).  In April 2017, 
after consultation with Stockton on the Forest Parish Council, a revised application was made to amend the 
designated area to include the whole of Towthorpe Moor Lane and the area around the junction of this highway 
with the A64. The reason for this was that an alternate route to the A64 would reduce traffic using Strensall 
Road which is already heavily congested. The City of York Council published the application and invited 
comments and feedback for a period of six weeks between Wednesday 28th March and Friday 11th May 2018 
but it received no responses.

1.2.5  At the Decision Session, held on 14th June 2018, the Executive Member for Transport and Planning 
at City of York Council approved the application to amend the designated area of the neighbourhood plan as 
detailed in paragraph 1.2.4. Map B shows the revised plan area.

1.3  Preparation Process

1.3.1  Following the establishment of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group there have been regular meetings 
to discuss progress and help drive the process.

1.3.2  Community consultation has directed the content and scope of the emerging neighbourhood plan. The 
first public consultation on the plan began in February 2016 when a questionnaire was hand-delivered to every 
residential and business property in the parish. The results of the consultation provided a basis for the Steering 
Group to start developing the contents of the neighbourhood plan. This draft was further amended to take 
account of the issues itemised in paragraph 1.2.4 above. The amended draft neighbourhood plan was then 
consulted upon in June/July 2018.

1.3.3  In addition to consulting the community at key stages of the plan’s development, the steering group also 
met with key organisations, including representatives of the City of York Council and the Ministry of Defence.

1.3.4  Details of the process through which the neighbourhood plan was developed are set out in full within the 
Statement of Community Involvement, which accompanies the plan.

1.3.5  Following the June/July 2018 consultation, the draft plan was further amended to take account of 
consultee responses. Consultation was then undertaken on the updated version of the plan under Regulation 
14. This involved undertaking a Strategic Environmental Assessment and a Habitat Regulation Assessment of 
the neighbourhood plan to ensure it complies with the legislation. The SEA/HRA was consulted upon before the 
final version was published and made available for comment alongside the neighbourhood plan as part of the 
Regulation 14 consultation. The consultation was undertaken between 1st July and 26th August 2019.

1.4  Next Stage of the Process

1.4.1  The amended draft plan has now reached Submission stage. The Submission version has been
passed to City York Council, who will consult on this latest version before appointing, jointly with the Parish 
Council, an Examiner to examine the neighbourhood plan. The Examiner will check whether the plan is 
consistent with planning policy and legislation before recommending whether the neighbourhood plan is to be 
taken forward to a referendum. The community will then be asked to vote as to whether the neighbourhood 
plan should be adopted by City of York Council to be used in planning decisions as part of the statutory 
development plan.

1.4.2  If the Strensall with Towthorpe Neighbourhood Plan is made or adopted in advance of the City of York 
Local Plan then the Parish Council will assess whether the neighbourhood plan is in conformity with the local 
plan with a view to ensuring conformity between the two documents.

1.4.3  The City of York Council undertook city wide consultation on proposed modifications to the local plan (as 
submitted in May 2018) between 10th June and 22nd July 2019. This consultation considered amendments 
following the updating of the evidence base, including a revised Habitat Regulation Assessment using new 
evidence from visitor surveys at Strensall Common SAC, Skipwith Common SAC and Lower Derwent Valley 
SPA. This report represents a legal requirement in the local plan preparation. The initial phase of local plan 
examination hearings in December 2019 considered matters, issues and questions concerning the soundness 
of the local plan and in particular the strategic approach to legal compliance including the duty to cooperate, 
housing need and green belt principle. Should this bring forward any changes that affect Strensall with 
Towthorpe then it is expected that the neighbourhood plan will be updated so as to ensure preparation of the 
neighbourhood plan continues to be aligned with the City of York Local Plan and its supporting evidence base.



2.0 HISTORY OF STRENSALL WITH TOWTHORPE

2.1  The History of the Village

2.1.1  The village of Strensall was included in the Domesday Book of 1086. The name was probably derived 
from Anglo Saxon and is a combination of ‘Streana’, a personal name, and ‘halch’, the word for a corner or 
nook of land. Prehistoric and Roman remains have been found in the area which suggests it may have been a 
convenient crossing point of the River Foss.

2.1.2  It is possible that the village was the site of the Synod of Whitby in AD664 as there are two main accounts 
of the Synod. The Life of Wilfred, written by Stephen of Ripon in around AD710 along with Bede’s Ecclesiastical 
history of AD731, both refer to the Synod being held at a Monastery of Hilda in a place called Streanaeshalch.

2.1.3  Although there is no archaeological evidence for an Anglo-Saxon monastery in Strensall, it could be 
argued that no one looked very hard and it is entirely possible that such a feature is waiting to be excavated.

2.1.4  At this period, the Parish of Strensall lay to the east of the Forest of Galtres, a heavily wooded area 
stretching north of York beyond Easingwold. From the 13th to 17th centuries, it was one of the townships 
within the forest covering an area of 2908 acres of arable land growing mainly corn and potatoes. Throughout 
the 13th century, the Prebendaries developed a hunting preserve on the edge of the Royal Forest. Hall Farm, 
formerly known as Strensall Hall, occupied a moated site which would appear to have been the administrative 
centre of the village.

2.1.5  A pattern of enclosures and curved field boundaries survive to the south east of the village and 
Southfields Road which preserve the alignment of, and in some cases, earthworks of the ridge and furrow that 
formed one of the medieval open fields associated with Strensall.

2.1.6  Towthorpe is a small hamlet which survives as a peaceful cluster of 19th century (or earlier) brick farm 
houses and farm buildings and is set in the countryside on the south western side of Strensall.

2.2  The Layout of the Village

2.2.1  The original layout of the village was traditional with an attractive and informal mixture of 18th and 19th 
century houses and cottages. These were built using traditional materials and positioned at slightly varying 
distances and angles to the street frontage with small front gardens enclosed by walls, railing or hedges. The 
more traditional areas of the village demonstrate a sense of continuity of character and are preserved as part 
of the Strensall Village Conservation Area.

2.2.2  The village is over one mile in length and it has three railway crossings, which means there is no true 
‘heart’ of the village with its current layout. The village hall and the open space in front of it provides a focal 
point for village activity, including community events such as the Carnival and Village Show.

2.2.3  Towthorpe has seen some development over recent years, all carefully designed to preserve the 
features of the original buildings. Some former farm buildings have been renovated sympathetically to 
preserve the original features and retain the hamlet landscape.

2.2.4  In recent years, there has been further development in Strensall. The derelict Tannery Site now houses 
53 new families. Bonneycroft and The Laurels are small developments (Bonneycroft was originally a derelict 
market garden and The Laurels was a large bungalow within a large plot). It is felt that saturation point is being 
reached as the old and inadequate infrastructure has already been overloaded. This is in relation to the 
Victorian sewage system and historic street patterns within the heart of Strensall Village.

2.2.5  Apart from three mini supermarkets, one of which houses a Post Office, the facilities include a doctor’s 
surgery, a dental practice, an ‘outstanding’ academy  school for children aged 5-11, a veterinary practice, 
three public houses, a golf club, a community library, several hairdressing salons, a chemist, vehicle repair 
shops, a petrol station, a butchers and a spa. Sports facilities include football, netball and tennis at the Sports 
Association in Durlston Drive. Many indoor activities are held at the village hall. There is a twice weekly 
community café run at the Methodist Chapel and a thriving community café held weekly at the Spearehead 
Hall. Hurst Hall, although a military establishment, hosts organisations such as Guides, Brownies, two young 
people’s groups and Stepping Stones pre-school nursery.

2.2.6  In June 2017, the Church Hall at St Mary’s, renamed Spearehead Hall, was rebuilt. It provides an 
excellent facility for Sunday School, Church group meetings and many other activities, including a morning 
café every Wednesday.

2.2.7  There are several designated footpaths and structured walks around the village. The name Strensall 
Common is confusing to many people as it is, in fact, not common land as the name suggests, but is in the 
ownership of the MoD with the general public only allowed access to certain areas at particular times. Where 
there is permitted access, the areas are well used and serviced by car parks off Scott Moncrieff Road and 
Lords Moor Lane.

2.2.8  A parking survey was undertaken across the most congested areas across Strensall. The findings can 
be found in an accompanying report – see Appendix One.

2.2.9  There are several issues of major concern to the residents: the lack of a safe pedestrian crossing on the 
busy York Road, the number of heavy vehicles passing through the village and the number of parked vehicles 
making visibility difficult on The Village. The shortage of public car parking is also a major concern. This is 
exacerbated by the residents of outlying villages parking their cars and taking the bus into York from Strensall 
because they do not have an adequate bus service from their own villages.
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2.3  Demographic Profile
 
2.3.1  At the time the 2011 Census was published, the population of the parish was 6,047. There were 2,394 
dwellings in the parish, most of which are detached (1,229) with the majority of the remaining dwelling stock 
consisting of 820 semi-detached and 269 terraced houses. The rest of the housing stock is provided by a mix 
of flats, specialist or shared accommodation.

2.3.2  As at 10th February 2018, since publication of the Census data, the housing stock had increased by 
92 dwellings comprising 53 new dwellings at The Tannery development, six dwellings at The Laurels, six 
dwellings at Bonneycroft, two dwellings at Whitewalls, two dwellings at Sevenoaks, two dwellings behind West 
End and two dwellings at Magson’s Joinery. Seven dwellings have also been provided at Towthorpe Hamlet 
converted from outbuildings. The remaining new dwellings are single dwellings on small plots. This increases 
the total dwelling stock of the Parish to 2,484 (as at 10th February 2018). At this date there were also two 
approved dwelling applications where work had not started. In addition, the Moorlands Nursing Home closed in 
2018 but proposals exist for a replacement care home to be built on the same site. It is also believed that the 
former Charles Court Care Home, Northfields, will be brought back into use by June 2020 as a day centre for 
young people with learning difficulties

2.3.3  The 2011 Census identifies a greater number of residents aged 15 and under (21%) in comparison with 
the York District average of 16%. There are also a greater number of residents aged 65 and over (21%) in 
comparison with the District average of 17%. This data shows that there are a greater proportion of younger 
people and older people in the parish in comparison with the district average. The average mean age of 
residents in the Parish at the time of the 2011 Census was 39, broadly in line with the York District average of 
39.5.

2.3.4  In terms of tenure, 76% of properties in the parish are owned, in comparison to a district average of 
66%. 17.9% of housing in the district is privately rented, in comparison to 13.7% of properties in the parish. 
0.3% of properties in the parish are classed as shared ownership (part owned and part rented), which is less 
than the district average of 0.8%, and 6.9% of properties in the parish are social rented, which is significantly 
less than the district average of 14%. This indicates that there is a potential shortage of affordable housing 
stock in the parish.

3.0  POLICY CONTEXT FOR THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

3.1  National Planning Policy Framework

3.1.1  The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies for Eng-
land and how they should be applied. The latest version of the NPPF was published in February 2019 and 
replaced the previous iterations that were published in July 2018 and March 2012.

3.1.2  At the heart of the NPPF is the presumption in favour of sustainable development. Consequently, plan-
ning policies are expected to help achieve sustainable development, which can be summarised as meeting the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

3.1.3  There are three overarching objectives that underpin the principle of sustainable development and 
against which every planning decision is expected to be judged:

An economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that 
sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth, 
innovation and improved productivity, and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure;

A social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring that a sufficient number 
and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering a 
well-designed and safe built environment, with accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and 
future needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural well-being; and

An environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic 
environment; including natural resources prudently minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating and 
adapting to climate change, including moving to a low carbon economy.

3.1.4  Within this context, the NPPF expects neighbourhood plans to support the delivery of strategic policies 
contained within local planning authority local plans and spatial development strategies to shape and direct 
development. In addition, the NPPF makes clear how neighbourhood plans form part of the statutory 
development plan against which planning applications are to be determined.
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3.2  Local Planning Policy

3.2.1  The last version of the City of York Local Plan to have been adopted was in the mid-1950s. Since 
then the local planning authority has attempted to update the local plan, but the various processes over the 
decades have stalled for a variety of reasons. For this reason, the City of York Council currently refers to 
the City of York Local Plan Publication Draft (February 2018) used for planning control. This document 
carries limited weight in the consideration of planning policies except where the plan is consistent with the 
NPPF. Consequently, decisions in York are usually made with reference to the NPPF with the exception of 
decisions concerning the Green Belt. Proposals affecting the Green Belt are currently considered in light of the 
Saved Policy YH9 of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy 2008. This will remain the case until 
such time as CYC adopt a Local Plan.

3.2.2  The City of York Council started the process of producing an up-to-date local plan in June 2013 and, in 
September 2014, a publication draft Local Plan and proposals map were considered by the Local Plan Working 
Group and Cabinet. A motion was submitted to Full Council in October 2014 which halted progression to the 
Publication Draft consultation whilst further work was undertaken regarding housing requirements. A revised 
version of the City of York Local Plan was consulted on in a Pre-Publication Consultation in Autumn 2017 and 
a Local Plan Consultation took place in Spring 2018. The draft City of York Local Plan was submitted to the 
Secretary of State for examination in May 2018 and it is currently subject to examination after which the City 
of York Local Plan is expected be adopted. 

3.2.3  The submitted local plan identifies a development boundary around the built area of Strensall and 
Towthorpe Parish, which is intended to determine the inner boundary of the Green Belt for the first time. The 
area outside the boundary is defined as Green Belt. Within the development limits two housing development 
allocations were proposed, in the submitted local plan, on land currently owned by the Ministry of Defence 
(Sites ST35 and H59). However, City of York Council now wishes to remove the proposed allocations from the 
emerging local plan following further work on the Habitats Assessment. The emerging local plan also identifies 
a number of areas of open space that are protected for nature conservation, leisure and sports purposes. 
The extent of the Strensall, Strensall Railway Buildings and Towthorpe Conservation Areas are also identified 
within the City of York Local Plan, along with policies relating to the conservation of heritage assets.

3.2.4  Following the submission of the local plan, further evidence was obtained to understand the potential 
impacts of development on Strensall Common Special Area of Conservation (SAC) following concerns raised 
by Natural England (June 2018). A comprehensive visitor survey was carried out in summer 2018, which 
identified there would be a 24% increase in recreational pressure as a result of the plan. This evidence has 
been considered in a revised Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA), which has concluded that in order to 
avoid adverse effects on the integrity of Strensall Common SAC, the site allocations of ST35 and H59 should 
be removed. Officers recommended removing the sites in a report considered by City of York Council’s 
Executive on 7th March 2019 in order for the local plan to be in compliance with the HRA Regulations and for 
the plan to remain legally compliant. The recommendations of the report were approved by the Executive and 
will be submitted to the Local Plan Inspectors to be considered at the Local Plan Examination in due course. 
The neighbourhood plan was further amended to take account of the HRA recommendations contained in the 
local plan modifications.

3.3  Green Belt

3.3.1  Green Belt policy is a national planning policy tool intended to preserve the character of the open 
countryside, as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework. The National Planning Policy Framework 
states that the general extent of the Green Belt across England has now been defined and how local planning 
authorities should define detailed boundaries. If a review of existing Green Belt boundaries is required then 
the National Planning Policy Framework makes clear the responsibility sits with the local planning authority to 
undertake a review through the local plan process. As such, the National Planning Policy Framework provides 
no opportunities for neighbourhood plans to review Green Belt boundaries or even settlement boundaries, as 
the responsibility sits firmly with the local planning authority.

3.3.2  The general extent of the York Green Belt is saved through the RSS Policies, YH9(C) (Green Belts) and 
Y1 (York Sub Area Policy) (C1 and C2) of Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy 2008 together with 
the associated key diagram. The saved RSS policies and key diagram indicate that the detailed boundaries 
of the outstanding sections of the outer boundary of the York Green Belt are about 6 miles from York City 
Centre. It is the role of the local plan to define the inner and outer boundaries, which will be confirmed through 
the local plan process. Policy Y1 (C2) aims to protect and enhance the nationally significant historical and 
environmental character of York, including its historic setting, views of the Minster and important open areas.  

3.3.3  Strensall and Towthorpe are both villages surrounded by open countryside to the north of York, as shown 
on the City of York Local Plan Proposals Map. In addition, the proposals map shows Towthorpe to be located 
within the general extent of the Green Belt, whilst Strensall Village is inset from the general extent of the Green 
Belt. City of York Council proposed to draw the Green Belt boundary tightly around Strensall with the intention 
of protecting the open character of the surrounding countryside from inappropriate development. 

3.3.4  City of York Council are proposing a number of modifications to the submitted local plan, which include 
an amendment to move the boundary to the centre of Ox Carr Lane. This boundary change was included as 
part of the June 2019 consultation on modifications following the proposed deletion of sites (i.e. ST35 (Queen 
Elizabeth Barracks) and H59 (Howard Road)), from the sites to be allocated for development during the local 
plan period.

3.3.5  The Strensall with Towthorpe Neighbourhood Plan does not include a specific policy regarding the 
York Green Belt. It is not seeking to include any Green Belt boundary changes or allocate any sites within the 
general extent of the Green Belt. It is therefore considered to be in general conformity with the Local Plan 
Publication Draft (2018) and the Local Plan Proposed Modifications document (June 2019). 

3.4   Development Allocations

3.4.1  The emerging City of York Local Plan Proposals Map currently shows City of York’s intention to allocate 
one site within Strensall for development during the Plan period. The site is set out in Table A below.

TABLE A: CITY OF YORK LOCAL PLAN ALLOCATIONS IN STRENSALL

Allocation 
Reference Site Address Site size (ha) Description of 

development

4E18 Towthorpe Lines, Strensall 13,200 sq m for 
B1c, B2 and B8 
uses

3.4.2  Allocation of this site is the result of the MoD’s announcement to close the Queen Elizabeth Barracks. 
Consequently, it is only expected that the site will be developed after the relocation of the military activities 
currently located at Strensall.

3.5  Open Space and Green Infrastructure

3.5.1  The City of York Local Plan identifies the number and nature of open spaces within the ward of Strensall. 
Table B below sets out the current open space profile of the ward and whether national open space standards 
are met. Strensall with Towthorpe is the largest parish within Strensall ward and sits alongside Earswick and 
Stockton on the Forest.
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TABLE B: OPEN SPACE WITHIN STRENSALL WARD

Open Space Type

City Park 0.00

TOTAL 
existing (ha)

Standard 
(ha/1000 persons) Surplus/ Deficit

Local Park

Natural and semi natural

Standard
ha required

Population (2017) 8137 (2011 Census data rebased to 2015 Ward Boundaries)

Outdoor Sports Facility

Amenity Greenspace

Children’s Play Area

Young Person’s Facility

Allotments

Cemeteries

TOTAL

Source: Local Plan Evidence Base Study: Open Space and Green Infrastructure Update (September 2017)

0.00

12.38

10.11

13.89

1.05

0.00

1.04

1.62

40.09

0.18

2.13

1.78

1.45

0.48

0.21

0.29

1.46

17.33

14.48

11.80

3.91

1.71

2.36

- 1.46 Deficit

Deficit

Deficit

Surplus

Deficit

Deficit

Deficit

- 4.95

- 4.37

2.09

- 2.86

- 1.71

- 1.32

TABLE C: LISTED BUILDINGS WITHIN STRENSALL AND TOWTHORPE

1

2

Berwin House (Mid 18th Century House)

3

4

Serial

5

6

7

8

9

10

Item Location Grade

3 Church Lane, Strensall

The Grange

Mile Post

Church of St Mary the Virgin

Strensall New Bridge, formerly listed 
as Strensall Low Bridge

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Manor House Farmhouse, 
formerly listed as Strensall Hall

Station House

Strensall Bridge, John Carr’s Bridge

Low Farmhouse

War memorial

59 The Village, Strensall

Opposite Main Entrance to Queen 
Elizabeth Barracks. It is believed to have 
been stolen c 2000

Church Lane, Strensall

Haxby Moor Road, Strensall

1 The Village, Strensall

130 The Village, Strensall

Sheriff Hutton Road, Strensall

Towthorpe Road, Towthorpe

The Village, Strensall

3.6  Conservation Areas

3.6.1   There are three conservation areas within Strensall with Towthorpe Parish which were appraised by 
Woodhall Planning and Conservation in November 2010 and approved by City of York Council in April 2011. 
These are:

•  Strensall Village Conservation Area 

•  Strensall Railway Buildings Conservation Area

•  Towthorpe Conservation Area

3.6.2  Conservation Areas are of national significance and therefore planning policy at both national and local 
level aims to protect the character and appearance of these designated heritage assets.

3.7  Listed Buildings

3.7.1  According to Historic England’s records, there are ten listed buildings or structures within the 
neighbourhood plan area, which are listed in Table C below. However, the mile post opposite the entrance to 
the Barracks was stolen in around 2000 and is no longer in situ. The record does still exist and so the heritage 
asset has been included for completeness.
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3.8   Ecology and Nature Conservation

3.8.1   The neighbourhood plan area has a number of important habitats, which are protected at international, 
national and local level.

Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

3.8.2  The area of Strensall and Towthorpe Common is not only a SSSI and nationally protected, but also 
a Special Area of Conservation, which recognises the heathland habitats. Strensall Military Training 
Area (Strensall and Towthorpe Common) was designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1965 
and designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) in 2005. The area, managed by the Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust, is also protected by at European level (Special Area of Conservation) and National level (Site of 
Special Scientific Interest). Both of these designations have the same boundary.

3.8.3  Strensall Common is a rich and varied environment with a wealth of wildlife. It is one of only two extensive 
lowland heaths remaining in the Vale of York. The site of some 600 hectares, it is an internationally important 
lowland heath. It is of great importance to wildlife and harbours rare species of flora and fauna, including moths, 
great crested newts, flowers and ferns. The heathland is used by a tenant farmer whose sheep and cattle graze 
the site throughout the year under the terms of an environmental stewardship scheme with Natural England.

3.8.4  The Ministry of Defence are planning to vacate Queen Elizabeth Barracks and the military personnel were 
expected to leave by 2021. Following an announcement in February 2019 by the Defence Secretary, the closure 
date has been amended to 2024. The management and stewardship of Strensall Common is clearly in some 
doubt, although the MoD has stated, in a response to the July 2018 consultation, it will remain responsible. As 
landowners of the SAC/SSSI the MoD has a statutory responsibility to maintain the site in ‘Favourable Condition’.

The Strensall Common Yorkshire Wildlife Trust Reserve

3.8.5  The Strensall Common Yorkshire Wildlife Trust reserve was purchased from the MoD in 1978. The 
reserve of some 43 hectares is adjacent to the military training area. The area is comprised of a number of 
different habitats, the principal ones being wet heath, dry heath and birch/oak woodland.  



TABLE D: LIST OF SINC SITES

SE635612

Site Code

SE66-01YK Brecks Lane Meadow

Site Name Grid Reference SINC Status

Ratified SINC

SE634606SE66-03YK Strensall Village Meadows, Strensall Site 15c, 15d, 15e

SE66-05YK Strensall Horse Pasture

SE66-04YK Strensall Golf Course

SE649603

SE644604

Ratified SINC

Ratified SINC

Ratified SINC

3.8.9  The Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation Review 2017, which informed the City of York Local 
Plan also contains sites within the designated area which are identified as Candidate Sites of Importance for 
Nature Conservation and are shown in Table E below and are shown on the Proposals Map.

TABLE E: LIST OF CANDIDATE SINC SITES 

Candidate

Site Code

SE66-02YK Flaxton Road 
Meadows

Site Name SINC Status Evaluation

Semi-natural 
neutral grassland 
(Guideline Gr4)

CandidateSE66-08YK Ox Carr Lane Lowland acid 
grassland 
(Guideline Gr3)
within 500m of 
Strensall Common

Location

Strensall

Strensall

NGR

SE642609

SE636601

Size HA

4.96

0.18

Sites of Importance to Nature Conservation (SINC) Sites

3.8.6  SINC sites form a vital component of the biodiversity of the area. Alongside Strensall Common and to the 
west (adjacent but outside the boundary of the designated area) lies World’s End which is an important Nature 
Conservation (SINC) designation with a mosaic of fen meadow acidic grassland, heathland and pond habitats. 
The combined area of Strensall Common and York Golf Club course has been surveyed by the Freshwater 
Habitat Trust which has identified some twenty ponds, which are important habitats for aquatic species. 

3.8.7  The sites are particularly well known for dragonflies and butterflies. Scrub removal has been carried out 
in certain areas to prevent shading, which maintains the diversity of marginal aquatic flora allowing a greater 
number of dragonfly species to breed. Also breeding are five common species of damselfly, including two 
species of Red-Eyed Damselfly (Eythromma Nagas and Erythromma Viridulum), making the site the most 
northerly in the UK for the species. There is also a strong colony of Gatekeeper butterflies which is at the 
mostly northern end of its distribution in mid-Yorkshire. The Common also supports the Dark Bordered 
Beauty Moth, which is a small rare moth found in small colonies only at Strensall Common and at Newham 
Bog, Northumberland and two sites in Scotland. It can be seen in July and August in damp conditions at sites 
such as lightly wooded heathland.

3.8.8  Map C shows the extent and location of the designated SINCs, which are listed in Table D below.
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4.0  AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN
4.1  Aims of the Plan

4.1.1  The aims of the Neighbourhood Plan are:

To manage the change expected during the plan period across the designated area of Strensall with 
Towthorpe Parish, plus the addition of the whole of Towthorpe Moor Lane and the junction of this highway 
with the York to Scarborough section of the A64 at Hazelbush Crossroads.

If the MoD were to dispose of the Queen Elizabeth Barracks for redevelopment, then the site at Towthorpe 
Moor Lane will be developed for a range of local employment generating businesses. 

Should the Queen Elizabeth Barracks be developed when the barracks are vacated, the neighbourhood 
plan aims to resolve the tension between car use and the preservation of the special character and 
appearance of the historic village core.

To provide a framework that enables the Queen Elizabeth Barracks site to be redeveloped or put to a 
suitable/beneficial use thereby facilitating sustainable development (subject, if necessary, to the impact of 
the site being appropriately addressed).

Tensions concerning the impact of modern car use on the historic core of the village will be no worse, whilst 
opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycle safety will have been secured.

Any future development should respect the rural nature of the designated area and be sympathetic and 
unobtrusive in its design.

The effects of any development must take account of the fragility of Strensall Common (SAC) (SSSI) and 
measures must be included in any scheme to achieve their protection.

4.2   Objectives of the Plan

4.2.1  The objectives of the Plan are to:

1. To contribute to meeting York’s Objectively Assessed Housing Need.
 
2. To maintain the historic identity and character of the village of Strensall and the hamlet of Towthorpe.
 
3. To manage the potential impact of new housing and employment developments within the designated

area so as to help integration and limit potential impacts.
 
4. To ensure that the housing type and mix best meet the needs of existing and future residents.
 
5. To protect local greenspace, and enhance open space, sports, social and community facilities.
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5.0  NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN POLICIES

5.1  Car Parking

 5.1.1  Across the neighbourhood plan area there are a variety of pressures on car parking which affect the 
quality of life for residents and visitors and also the appearance of the Strensall Village and Strensall Railway 
Buildings Conservation Areas. This is mostly due to the historic nature of Strensall, which developed before the 
motorcar became popular. The community therefore believes it is important to protect existing public parking 
provision and also ensure new development provides sufficient parking to avoid problems arising in the future.

5.1.2  The NPPF sets out how parking is expected to be integral to the design of development proposals 
and also contribute to making high quality places. The Framework also sets out the policy considerations for 
establishing local parking standards.

5.1.3  Currently, City of York Council refers to Appendix E of the Development Control Local Plan (2005) when 
determining parking standards in relation to development proposals. However, the NPPF (2019) is more up 
to date and it states that maximum parking standards should only be set where there is clear and compelling 
justification that they are necessary for managing the local road network or for optimising the density of 
development in city and town centres and other locations well served by public transport. Given Strensall with 
Towthorpe does not fall within the description as to where it would be appropriate to set maximum standards 
then it is considered more appropriate to determine an appropriate level of parking based on the characteristics 
of development in accordance with Paragraph 105 of the NPPF (2019) or any subsequent guidance or policy.

5.1.4  A parking survey was undertaken across Strensall on 1st and 6th September 2018 in order to 
understand the current demand for parking at a number of key locations. These were:

•  The Village, between the junction of Southfields Road and the Library

•  The east end of The Village, between 100 and 135 The Village

•  West End

•  Barley Rise Shopping Parade



5.1.5  The survey found that pressures on car parking vary across the day and week. West End and Barley 
Rise are particularly pressured during working hours, but are much quieter on an evening and at weekends 
when the local school and businesses are closed. The same situation exists at the east end of The Village. 
The Village between Southfields and the library is however pretty consistent with about half the parking spaces 
available at all times throughout the week. The findings in full are set under Appendix One within this plan.

5.1.6  The community questionnaire completed in 2016 identified that there is considerable concern regarding 
the limited availability of on-street parking. Consequently, it is important that development does not lead to 
the loss of the availability of existing public parking because of the adverse impact it would have on local 
businesses and the pressure this would cause on neighbouring streets especially as current parking provision 
does not meet the parking standards set out within the development plan for the City of York.

5.1.7  If local businesses are to be retained and supported to continue to provide an asset to the local 
community, then on street parking needs to be considered as ancillary and retained for public use whilst not 
compromising road safety. On this basis, the parking at Barley Rise is considered essential to serve the local 
businesses, whilst the parking on The Village provides facilities for both residents and local businesses. West 
End has limited non-residential parking but is affected by Robert Wilkinson Academy staff and school-run 
parents.

5.1.8  The pressures on vehicular parking affect the quality of life for residents and visitors, and also the 
appearance of the Strensall Village and Strensall Railway Buildings Conservation Areas. Policy CP1 therefore 
aims to protect the current level of parking provision so as to ensure the current shortage of parking provision is 
not exacerbated, particularly as new development will only add to the need for parking and has the potential to 
generate additional requirements for parking of vehicles. It is considered that the lack of parking and additional 
pressures, are likely to impact on the quality of the built environment and sense of place.

Safeguarding of existing car parking

5.1.9  This policy of the neighbourhood plan intends to ensure pressures on parking are not exacerbated 
as a result of development in order to prevent additional development from detracting further from the quality 
of public places across the villages. As such, this section contributes to achieving the following objectives of 
the plan:

1. Maintain the historic identity and character of the village of Strensall and the hamlet of Towthorpe.
 
2. Manage the potential impact of new housing and employment developments within the designated

area so as to help integration and limit potential impacts. POLICY CP2: INCREASED PUBLIC CAR PARKING 

Development must include provision for sufficient off-street car parking to serve the proposed use, 
including visitor car parking, in accordance with City of York Council’s Development Control Local Plan 
Appendix E: Car and Cycle Parking Standards (2005) or any successor document.

New residential properties are expected to incorporate private parking commensurate with the number 
of bedrooms in accordance with City of York Council’s Development Control Local Plan Appendix E: Car 
and Cycle Parking Standards (2005) or any successor document.

Development adjacent to or concerning the following sites will be expected to incorporate additional 
parking spaces to address current under provision and local concern in relation to the level of off-street 
parking generated by development. The locations of the neighbourhood area to which this policy applies 
are identified on the Proposals Map and are:

CP2-1 The Village area as shown on the Proposals Map.

POLICY CP1: SAFEGUARDING EXISTING CAR PARKING 

Current parking provision provided in association with the use of land and buildings associated with 
places of employment, schools, shops, public houses, churches, community facilities, doctors, dentists 
or public services (otherwise falling under Use Classes E, F1, F2 or sui generis as defined by the Use 
Class Order 1987 as amended) is expected to be retained as part of any development proposal.

Development leading to the loss of existing parking spaces will not be supported, unless alternative car 
parking is provided within the same locality or it is demonstrated that parking is not required.

5.1.10  Existing community facilities and services are located with a number of established clusters within 
the built-up extent of the villages. The main activity within Strensall is generated by the small collection of 
retail uses and public houses along The Village and centred around the junction with Sheriff Hutton Road. In 
addition, the library is located off the north side of The Village. The retail uses, which include a supermarket 
and fish and chip shop, along with the library, generate traffic consistently through the day and into the evening, 
whilst the public houses create additional demand for parking along The Village during the evening.  

5.1.11  There is a second cluster of services at Barley Rise where there is a small 1980s shopping complex 
that includes retail units and the local dental surgery. The parade of shops relies on only eight on-street parking 
spaces.

5.1.12  The village hall is located on Northfields and Hurst Hall Community Centre is located off Border Road 
adjacent to the barracks. Both have many local groups utilising the facilities in the evenings and at weekends. 
The medical centre on the south side of Southfields Road also generates a significant amount of pedestrian 
and vehicle movements. Strensall Village Hall has a large car park with approximately 50 spaces including 
three disabled spaces, Hurst Hall has only six off-road spaces in a lay-by to the front of the building and the 
medical centre has 12 spaces including two disabled spaces. The three public houses all have private car 
parks but public use is dependent on the good will of the landlord.

5.1.13  The availability of parking in support of public services and facilities is extremely limited due to the built 
form of the settlement. In most instances, only on-street parking is available, although there are a number of 
small non-public car parks as identified above.

Increased Public Car Parking

5.1.14  Given the limited nature of the existing public parking provision and the pressures that have been 
identified, the community believes it is important to secure opportunities to increase public vehicular parking, 
as well as protect existing public parking provision.

5.1.15  The NPPF sets out how parking is expected to be integral to the design of development proposals 
and also contribute to making high quality places. The Framework also sets out the policy considerations for 
establishing local parking standards.
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Community facilities are defined as buildings or land within Use Classes F1 (Learning & Non-Residential 
Institutions) and F2 (Local Community), and in the case of public houses, sui generis, as defined under 
the Use Class Order 1987, as amended.

Development will only be supported where it can be demonstrated that:
1. Continued community uses would cause unacceptable planning problems; or 
2. The proposal would not result in the loss of an existing facility where demand can be proven to exist; or
3. Development will only be supported where it can be demonstrated that reasonable efforts have been 
made to secure their continued use for these purposes, but there are no reasonable prospects of the 
existing use continuing on a viable basis, and there is no prospect of securing a viable alternative 
community use; or
4. Alternative provision of equivalent or better provision will be made elsewhere within the neighbourhood 
area if a need for the community facility continues to exist prior to commencement of development.

POLICY CF1: PROTECTION OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

The Proposals Map identifies the following list of community facilities which are to be protected for the 
benefit of the community:

TABLE F:  LIST OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Explore Library

Reference 
number

CF1-1 F1  Learning & Non-residential 
institutions

Use class order Name of property Current use

Library study and 
lending facility

St Wilfrid’s ChurchCF1-2 F1  Learning & Non-residential 
institutions

CF1-3 F2  Local Community

CF1-4 F2  Local Community

Durlston Drive Community 
& Sports Centre

Strensall and Towthorpe 
Village Hall

Religious services

Community and 
sports facility

Community and 
sports facility

CF1-5 F2  Local Community Strensall Methodist Hall Community and 
religious facility

Spearehead HallCF1-6 F2  Local Community Community and 
religious facility

Robert Wilkinson Primary 
Academy

CF1-7 F1  Learning & Non-residential 
institutions

CF1-8 Sui generis

CF1-9 Sui generis

Six Bells Public House

The Half Moon Public 
House

Education and 
community facility

Drinking and 
community facility

Drinking and
community facility

CF1-10 Sui generis The Ship Inn Drinking and 
community facility

CF1-11 F2 Local Community Hurst Hall Community facility

5.2   Community facilities and open space

5.2.1  The community values its facilities which include village halls, sports facilities, churches, the library service, 
and public houses. At the same time, the green spaces across the parish are valued for the contribution they 
make to the visual quality of the villages and opportunities for recreation.  

5.2.2  This policy of the plan therefore aims to deliver Objective Five, which is to protect local green space, and 
enhance open space, sports, social and community facilities.

5.2.3  The NPPF makes clear that the planning system can play an important role in facilitating social 
interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities. Through an audit of all the community facilities across 
Strensall and Towthorpe it was found that there were a limited number of facilities and that they were all 
considered to be of importance to the community. This is because the community assets provide a range of 
social and sport activities that contribute to the well-being of the community in accordance with the NPPF. 
For this reason, it is considered appropriate for the neighbourhood plan to protect and/or enhance these 
important facilities.

5.2.4  In addition, the need to protect community facilities is supported by the community, with community 
centres, sports facilities and open spaces highlighted to be of particular interest during earlier stages of the 
plan’s preparation.

5.2.5  The plan identifies the key local community facilities on the Proposals Map, which are also listed under 
Table F below. It is expected that, during the plan period, these will be protected for the benefit of the community. 
Where a proposal comes forward which would result in their loss it will be necessary for the applicant to 
demonstrate that every effort has been made to secure their continued use, which must include marketing of 
the facility to see whether an alternative provider might be secured in the same location.

5.2.6  Alternatively, it may be acceptable to move the community asset as long as doing so will be beneficial in 
terms of securing an appropriate facility that will be an improvement in terms of quantity and quality.

5.2.7  If it is being argued that the existing community facility is financially unviable then evidence of alternative 
funding sources that have been explored should be evidenced, as well as alternative means of continuing to 
provide an equivalent facility.

5.2.8  A number of local facilities are considered to be community assets. To date, the Strensall Explore Library 
and St Wilfrid’s Church have been designated as assets of local community value. An application has also 
been made for Hurst Hall. The Parish Council also intend to assess further facilities in the future in order to 
retain local assets important to supporting the viability of the community.

5.2.9  The Proposals Map also identifies areas of local green space to be afforded protection as a result 
of designation either within the City of York Local Plan or this neighbourhood plan. The Proposals Map 
distinguishes between which plan the designations originate, but the level of policy protection provided is the 
same, irrespective of the source. This is because paragraph 99 of the NPPF does not distinguish between 
different types of plans and instead sets out how local and neighbourhood plans allow communities to identify 
and protect green areas of particular importance to them.

5.2.10  Paragraph 100 of the NPPF sets out the criteria for designating local green space, as the intention is 
for green space to serve communities by virtue of proximity or local significance, and to be local in character. 
A full assessment of the land to be designated is set out in a separate report detailing the assessment 
process. Given that the intention is to maintain the open character of the local green space by resisting 
development then the designation is considered to be consistent with Green Belt policy where the land is 
outside of development limits.

5.2.11  All the areas of local green space identified within this plan under Table G below were subjected to 
an assessment against the Government’s criteria for designation. A copy of the assessment for each site is 
set out under Appendix Two, which explains why the areas of local green space are considered to be of local 
significance and value to the community.

5.2.12  The neighbourhood plan policies do not include areas of currently identified agricultural land
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POLICY CF2: LOCAL GREEN SPACE

The sites listed under Table G and shown on the Proposals Map are to be designated as local green 
space due to the value of the amenity they offer the community. Opportunities to enhance the amenity 
value of these areas are supported, especially in relation to enhancing recreational opportunities and 
the biodiversity of flora and fauna.

TABLE G: LIST OF LOCAL GREEN SPACE SITES

CF2-1 Land opposite The Tannery/ Fossview Close

Site ID Site Name Size (HA)

0.481

CF2-2 The Heath 3.712

CF2-3 Land between River Foss and Westpit Lane 4.879

CF2-4 Ash Walk NSN 0.613

CF2-5 Lakeside Gardens NSN 0.372

CF2-6 Howard Road NSN 1.176

CF2-7 Bowling Green off Northfields/Park Gate 0.209

CF2-8 Playing Field adjacent Railway Track/ River Foss 1.878

CF2-9 Robert Wilkinson Primary Academy 1.418

CF2-10 Howard Road Playing Field 1.050

CF2-11 Queen Elizabeth Barracks Sports Ground 3.079

CF2-12 Queen Elizabeth BarracksTennis Courts 0.102

CF2-13 Strensall Park Playing Field 1.504

CF2-14 AGS at Northfields/The Village 0.516

CF2-15 Land off Hallard Way 0.195

CF2-16 AGS between Pasture Close 0.078

CF2-17 Land between York Road and Knapton Close 0.100

CF2-18 Off Chaldon Close NSN 1.107

CF2-19 Westpit Lane AGS 0.209

CF2-20 Lynwood Close AGS 0.094

CF2-21 York Road AGS 0.187

CF2-22 Hollis Crescent AGS 0.131

CF2-23 Strensall Park AGS 0.193

CF2-24 AGS off Littlethorpe Close 0.269

CF2-27 Howard Road Play Area

Site ID Site Name Size (HA)

0.203

CF2-28 Hollis Crescent Play Area 0.028

CF2-29 Play area in Strensall Park AGS 0.064

CF2-30 Northfields 0.040

CF2-31 Children’s Play Area Off Pasture Close 0.138

CF2-32 Allotment Gardens by Terrington Close 0.519

CF2-33 Strensall New Lane Allotments 0.525

CF2-34 Burial Ground, Strensall 0.392

CF2-35 St Mary The Virgin, Church Lane, Strensall 0.511

CF2-36 St Wilfrid’s Garrison Church, St Wilfrid’s Road, Strensall 0.204

CF2-37 Verge and land on north side of Ox Carr Lane & Flaxton Road/ 
Lords Moor Lane

4.129

CF2-38 Land between Knapton Close and Newton Way 0.032

CF2-39 Southfields Road 0.073

CF2-40 Land alongside railway to rear of Middlecroft Drive 0.254

CF2-41 Frontage to 14 to 18 West Pit Lane 0.085

CF2-42 Land on Brecks side of River Foss 5.251

CF2-26 Land off Littlethorpe Close 0.007
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CF2-25 Land to south of Village Hall 0.069

NB Source of Items CF2-1 to CF2-42 are from supporting documentation to City of York Council’s 
Submitted Local Plan.



5.3  Design and Heritage

5.3.1  This section of the neighbourhood plan aims to deliver the following objectives of the plan:

1. Maintain the historic identity and character of the village of Strensall and the hamlet of Towthorpe.

2. Manage the potential impact of new housing and employment developments within the designated area
so as to help integration and limit potential impacts.

3. To ensure that the housing type and mix, best meet the needs of existing and future residents.

5.3.2  The NPPF attaches great importance to the design of the built environment, while cautioning against 
overly prescriptive local design policies. The plan therefore contains policies which aim to enhance the local 
distinctiveness of Strensall and Towthorpe, whilst also taking due account of the Strensall Conservation Areas 
and opportunities to secure improvements to the built environment.

5.3.3  Concerns relating to the development of new housing included open space and parking standards, the 
style of new building and accessibility to services. Access, parking and landscaping issues were also raised.

5.3.4  The Parish Council adopted a Village Design Statement in 2015, which is considered to be largely up 
to date. A copy is therefore included under Appendix Five and forms part of the neighbourhood plan. The 
neighbourhood plan process has, however, provided an opportunity to review the Village Design Statement 
and bring the relevant policies and proposals into the neighbourhood plan to provide more weight to the 
guidance in decision making. Particular aspects of the Village Design Statement have therefore become the 
focus of policies within this neighbourhood plan. In addition, Woodhall Planning and Conservation were 
instructed to undertake a Character Appraisal of the parish area, a copy of which can be found under Appendix 
Four. This was with a view to augmenting the Village Design Statement to ensure policies flowing from the 
original document would be locally distinct and specific to the character of the neighbourhood plan area.

5.3.5  The Character Appraisal identifies the various different building styles and periods that give Strensall 
and Towthorpe, and the surrounding area, its distinct local character. The Character Appraisal identified 21 
different character areas, which all have different key features that are considered to be worth retaining and also 
incorporating into new developments in order to reinforce the distinctiveness of the local character. The 
Character Appraisal also identified threats to the local character and where there are opportunities for 
improvements.

5.3.6  In addition, the Character Appraisal identified a number of local landmarks, which are of interest as 
they are intrinsic to the identity of Strensall with Towthorpe and part of local history. These local landmarks are 
therefore considered to be worthy of recognition and protection in order to ensure the character of Strensall 
with Towthorpe is not undermined in the future.

5.3.7  The Character Appraisal also identifies a number of key views that contribute to the setting of Strensall 
with Towthorpe. Despite the area being relatively flat, there are opportunities for views across agricultural 
land from Flaxton Road towards the rooftops of buildings within the historic core of the village. In addition, 
there are open views across the military training area of Strensall Common from Lords Moor Lane. There are 
also views out of the built-up area to the surrounding countryside from highways to north of the River Foss. 
Currently, the open areas of land around the developed extent of the settlements are designated Green Belt. 
As the purpose of Green Belt policy is to maintain the open character of the countryside then the local plan 
policy will also serve to protect the key views. It is therefore not considered necessary to include a policy 
specifically to protect the key views given that Green Belt policy provides a higher order policy that will achieve 
the same purpose.

POLICY DH1: PROMOTION OF LOCAL DISTINCTIVENESS

The Village Design Statement and the Character Appraisal undertaken by Woodhall Planning and 
Conservation Development identify the key characteristics that give Strensall with Towthorpe its sense 
of place. Development that will have an adverse impact on the recognised character and appearance 
of the designated area will be resisted, where development that will make a positive contribution will be 
supported. Development will be expected to respect the following matters.  

Character Areas

Strensall with Towthorpe is situated in a rural setting. All development should preserve or enhance the 
positive character of the neighbourhood plan area. An assessment of the neighbourhood plan area 
found there to be 21-character areas, which are presented under Appendix Four prepared by Woodhall 
Planning and Conservation. Any development within the character areas are expected to preserve or 
enhance the positive identified key characteristics of the particular character area.

Gardens and open spaces between buildings that contribute to the rural charm of the neighbourhood 
plan area should be retained. Subdivision of these spaces as a result of development will only be 
supported where it does not harm the character and visual amenity. 

Within Strensall village specifically there are a number of large rear gardens which are considered 
important to the spatial qualities of Strensall and Towthorpe, and are worthy of retention. There are a 
number of large rear gardens along the west side of Moor Lane/Princess Road, both side of Lords Moor 
Lane (to the north of York Golf Club) and along the north side of The Village. Their loss to development 
will be resisted where development would interfere with the existing spatial qualities of the area.

Views

Key views in and out of Strensall and Towthorpe are significant to the rural setting of the community 
and must be protected and incorporated in the design of any development. The key views valued by the 
community that must be protected are shown on Figure 1 which accompanies the Character Appraisal 
found under Appendix Four.

5.3.8  Consequently, the plan includes a series of policies that are intended to give material weight to the 
Village Design Statement and also provide detailed locally distinct guidance on design matters to help shape 
future development and protect the existing local character. In particular, a number of detailed policies have 
been drafted that address various character areas where it is considered there is likely to be pressure for 
new development during the plan period. The intention is to provide a planning policy framework within the 
neighbourhood plan to ensure any development integrates with existing development and respects the local 
character of the village.

Promotion of Local Distinctiveness

5.3.9  Building upon the Village Design Statement and the Character Appraisal undertaken by Woodhall 
Planning and Conservation, Policy DH1 identifies the key characteristics that are considered to give Strensall 
with Towthorpe its sense of place. The policy also makes clear the main elements of the key characteristics
that are expected to be retained or enhanced in order to maintain the local distinctiveness of the villages.

5.3.10  The key characteristics cover a broad range of matters, including the wider context created by vistas, 
the setting of buildings that includes spaces, views into and out of the villages, highways and the nature of 
development.
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POLICY DH1: PROMOTION OF LOCAL DISTINCTIVENESS (continued)

Highways

In satisfying highways standards, all development must demonstrate that careful consideration has 
been taken to prevent adverse impacts from any increase in traffic and to protect the visual quality of 
the area, particularly within the designated conservation areas. 

Public Rights of Way

The existing network of public rights of way and permissive footpaths, as shown on the Proposals 
Map must be retained and improved. The design of footways, cut-throughs and snickets leading to 
the centre of Strensall Village must be incorporated into development in order to promote accessibility 
and connectivity. Development will be expected to improve, add to or enable access to the footpath 
network to promote walking and accessibility.

Spaces

The range and location of open spaces together with their features make them vitally important to the 
character of the neighbourhood plan area. In particular, allotments areas are to be carefully managed 
and developers are encouraged to set aside space for allotments in new developments. 

The loss of front or side gardens areas to hardstanding for vehicle parking should be avoided. This will 
be controlled by condition in relation to new development.

Whilst the City of York Local Plan expects all development to provide green space, the Neighbourhood 
Plan is concerned to ensure larger schemes (over 10 units or 1000 sq m) provide open space as part 
of development. This could take the form of pockets of landscaping, grass verges or a central green 
area with development laid out around the open spaces.

Signage

Any advertising or signage should be kept to a minimum and be appropriate to the environment of the 
neighbourhood plan area. It should be low key in terms of colour, size and lighting.

Strensall Common SAC/SSSI

Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC or SSSI.
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General Design Principles

5.3.11  Whereas Policy DH1 addresses the general sense of place and the characteristics that give Strensall 
and Towthorpe their identity, Policy DH2 is concerned with setting out specific design principles to inform future 
development proposals. The purpose of the policy is to help inform the design of development proposals to 
ensure the appearance of Strensall and Towthorpe is respected by referencing key design features in order to 
reinforce the character.

POLICY DH2: GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The Village Design Statement and the Character Appraisal undertaken by Woodhall Planning and 
Conservation Development identify a number of key design features evident across Strensall with 
Towthorpe that contribute to its sense of place. To promote local distinctiveness, all new development 
is expected to adhere to the following design principles.

Scale and massing 

The development will only be supported within Strensall Village, Strensall Railway Buildings and 
Towthorpe Conservation Areas that respect their character. 

Any new development adjacent to or within the setting of Listed buildings, including those identified on 
the Proposals Map must respect the character and appearance of the building and the reason for its 
Listing. 

All new development is expected to respond to the scale, density and height of its surrounding context, 
and preserve or enhance the positive key characteristics of the particular character areas, as identified 
in the Character Appraisal undertaken by Woodhall Planning and Conservation. If appropriate to 
promoting the positive character of the neighbourhood plan area, a mix of building styles and sizes 
should be used.

Layout 

The provision of grass verges or the arrangement of development around a central greenspace should 
be incorporated into development proposals to help maintain and enhance the visual and physical 
character of the neighbourhood plan area and connect habitat areas wherever possible. Residential 
development should also incorporate front gardens.

The inclusion of incidental green spaces within development is expected to include native broadleaved 
tree and hedge planting. 

Boundary treatments

Where appropriate front gardens should be open in character or have a suitable boundary treatment 
that reflects the character of the immediate area. It is expected that front boundaries should be defined 
by a low red brick wall, metal railings, timber fence or hedge. If brick walls are proposed these should 
have a robust coping.

Roof form

The height and pitch of roofs should be compatible with, and sympathetic to surrounding property. A 
variety of roof heights should be considered within larger development sites. Roofing should generally 
use high quality traditional materials (clay pantiles or blue slate).

Within the Conservation Areas new buildings with up to a 7-metre span, should be designed with a 
minimum roof pitch of 40 degrees. Elsewhere, the roof pitch will be expected to reflect the form of the 
immediate surroundings.

Materials

Developments should use building materials sympathetic to neighbouring properties. Reclaimed 
materials should be used where appropriate. 

Decorative detailing to the facades, particularly gable ends, to avoid large areas of unbroken walling 
and roof elevations will be supported. Care should be taken in order to avoid a too elaborate quantity 
and mix of details within a proposal.



5.4  Development Guidance

5.4.1  There are a number of specific character areas that are under pressure to be redeveloped or that are 
particularly sensitive to change. Policies have, therefore, been included in the neighbourhood plan to set 
out the specific characteristics of these areas and to make clear that future development needs to protect 
or enhance the existing character of Strensall and Towthorpe. The policies are based on a spatial analysis 
that was undertaken by Woodhall Planning and Conservation. The spatial analysis led to the classification 
of 21 character areas across Strensall and Towthorpe which helped to identify the special qualities of each 
area worthy of protection or enhancement. This work has informed the policies within this section.

5.4.2  The submitted City of York Local Plan allocates the land at Towthorpe Lines for business and employment 
redevelopment after the Ministry of Defence announced its closure. The community is concerned as to how the 
redevelopment will impact on the parish area, especially in relation to traffic. The neighbourhood plan therefore 
includes a policy (DG1) to make clear the community’s priorities for the redevelopment of the site, and how the 
impacts of development should be mitigated, or compensated for, in order to reduce the potential for harm and 
secure appropriate benefits. The Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) (2019) for the local plan concludes 
that commercial development on this site will not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC/SSSI.

5.4.3  Across the Alexandra Road area, the integrity of the street has been maintained since construction due 
to the housing stock remaining in single ownership. Whilst the houses have lost original doors/window 
frames and entrance canopies, and in some instances, they have been re-roofed, there is a consistency to the 
interventions. It has therefore not suffered from a level of attrition typically found elsewhere across the country. 
On this basis, redevelopment or new development within the area defined on the Proposals Map is expected 
to be sensitive to the existing character of the area. Any development in this area is expected to take account 
of the proximity of Strensall Common SAC/SSSI and should take account of the conclusions within the HRA 
report 2019.  

5.4.4  Within the Howard Road area there is an area of grassland located between the SAC/SSSI of Strensall 
Common and a MoD housing estate that includes a children’s play area and football pitch. The land and proper-
ties within the area are mostly owned by the MoD. Any development in this area will be expected to take account 
of the proximity of Strensall Common SAC/SSSI and must comply with the HRA report 2019.

POLICY DH3: GENERAL SHOPFRONT DESIGN

If a new shopfront is proposed or an existing shopfront is to be refurbished, the design should follow 
a traditional approach that reflects the scale and appearance of the building.

Where a shopfront of architectural merit survives it should be retained and maintained. Where a 
shopfront has been insensitively replaced, restoration to its original appearance will be supported 
especially within the Strensall and Towthorpe Conservation Areas.

Historic photographs can provide evidence of previous appearance and should be used to help with 
the design of appropriate shopfronts.

General Shopfront Design

5.3.12  The intention of the neighbourhood plan is to set a standard in order to uplift the appearance of the 
villages, which should in turn help to underpin the attractiveness of the main public areas. This is with a view 
to underpinning the vitality and viability of the villages in accordance with the NPPF.

5.3.13  The Village is a designated Conservation Area, whereby the quality of the various elements that 
contribute to the character and appearance are important if the value of the heritage asset is to be maintained. 
The appearance of shopfronts within the designated Conservation Areas is therefore of particular significance, 
and so the neighbourhood plan expects traditional materials, styles and design to be used in the refurbishment 
or replacement of shopfronts.

Shopfront Signage

5.3.14  Along with shopfronts, the signage used by shops and businesses within the main public areas is 
important to the identity of the villages, and the quality of the built environment.

5.3.15  The Village is a designated Conservation Area and so the appearance of signage is important to 
maintaining the traditional appearance of the heritage asset, particularly in relation to the use of lighting.

POLICY DH4: SHOPFRONT SIGNAGE

Signage should be located within the fascia and be suitably proportioned to match the principal building 
elevation. There is a strong preference for signage to consist of painted lettering or be applied directly 
on the fascia board. Corporate signage should be tailored to suit the individual building. If lighting is 
required this should be fitted externally and the use of internal box lighting is not acceptable.

Within the Strensall and Towthorpe Conservation Areas lighting should be discreetly located - where 
new shopfronts are installed these should incorporate the potential for lighting to be located within the 
cornice of the fascia. The use of swan-neck lighting would not be supported.
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5.4.5  Consultations held in August 2016 between the Defence Infrastructure Organisation and the Parish 
Council agreed that the area of open space was ideal for the erection of social/affordable housing. However, 
the modifications to the submitted local plan (refer to paragraph 5.4.11) now suggest this site is unsuitable for 
residential development due to its proximity to the Strensall Common SAC/SSSI.



POLICY DG1: STRENSALL PARK

Development within the Strensall Park area, as defined on the Proposals Map, will be expected to 
complement the character and layout as described below. Development that does not respect the 
existing character will be resisted.

The character of Strensall Park is outlined in the description below:

Scale, massing and layout

Two storeys in height with a pitched roof. Flanking walls incorporated with mono-pitched flat roof 
garage. Building set in generous gardens set behind a low brick wall with metal entrance gates. 
Houses laid out around a narrow highway, with grass verges and trees. Large grassed area with 
mature trees provides a focal point to the estate and is a key feature.

Roof form 

Pitched roof to house parallel to road. Mono-pitched garage roof hidden by small parapet.

Materials 

Originally constructed in red brick, but recently over-rendered and painted white. Clay pantile 
covered roof to house. Upvc doors and window frames.

Chimneys 

Located along ridge line and at the gable ends.

Openings 

Large square opening at ground floor with vertical proportioned elements.  Remaining openings are 
generally vertical in proportion.

Boundary treatment 

Low brick boundary walls and gate piers with stone coping detail.  Metal gates at driveway and 
footpath entrances.

Spaces 

Generous individual gardens and large central open green spaces with mature trees.

Strensall Common SAC/SSSI

Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC or SSSI.

5.4.6  Queen Elizabeth Barracks has a significant visual presence within Strensall due to its scale, character 
and also the presence of the wire fence surrounding the heart of the site. The announcement by the MoD that 
the barracks are to close and the site redeveloped is therefore of considerable concern to the wider community 
due to the potential impact of any major new development.

5.4.7  A visitor survey of Strensall Common (SAC) 2019, commissioned by City of York Council, concluded that 
the allocations in the submitted local plan (ST35 and H59) would lead to a likely uplift in recreational use of 
Strensall Common by 24%. The Local Plan Habitat Regulation Assessment used this evidence to understand 
the likely impacts on the integrity of the Common. In conclusion, the HRA could not rule out adverse impacts 
on the Common for policy/allocation SS19/ST35 or allocation H59 and therefore recommended that the sites 
should be removed from the local plan. The City of York Council’s Executive approved the removal of the sites 
on 7th March 2019. The modifications to the plan proposed will be considered by the inspectors during the 
Local Plan Examination.

5.4.8  In addition to shaping development that might come forward on a number of specific sites, there is 
particular interest in ensuring new residential development meets local residents’ housing needs. This is on 
the basis that Strensall with Towthorpe has an aging population where the greatest proportion of residents 
have lived in Strensall or Towthorpe for more than 15 years. Property prices, but also the prevalence of larger 
properties, means that first time buyers and young families struggle to find homes within the Parish. Previous 
stages of the Plan’s preparation have suggested that the community would like to see more opportunities for 
those in need of affordable housing. This might include houses available for rent, shared ownership or reduced 
market value. The content of City of York Council’s Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2016) and Strategic 
Housing Market Assessment Addendum (2016) inform this policy.

5.4.9  An affordable housing needs survey was undertaken by The Rural Housing Trust assisted by City of 
York Council in October 2008. It identified how 79 households were unable to satisfy their housing needs in the 
open market. Based on this first stage survey, an affordable housing scheme of up to 25 properties, with a mix 
of two- and three-bedroom dwellings, would go some way to meeting the identified need. A limited number of 
four-bedroom family homes might also be considered as well as flats for younger single people.

5.4.10  In the intervening period (2008 – 2019) 11 affordable homes have been provided in the Foss View Close 
(former Tannery site) development and three properties in the rear gardens of 5/6 Northfields, Strensall, but 
14 properties only address a proportion of the identified need and there will be future need too. It is therefore 
important that any new development should meet local housing needs on site in order to address the issue.

5.4.11  The City of York Local Plan Proposed Modifications document (June 2019) (PM39) shows the land, at 
Howard Road, to be within the general extent of the Green Belt. An area of open space immediately to the east 
is to remain as open space as per the Openspace Study (2017) within the Green Belt.

Policy DG1: Strensall Park

5.4.12  Strensall Park is a mid-twentieth century housing estate laid out around a large tree lined open space. 
The detached houses are set in generous grounds. They are predominantly two storeys in height and are 
rendered with pitched pantile roofs. It is understood they were built as married officers’ quarters. The majority 
of the houses have flanking walls that incorporate garages whilst others have garages that project forward of 
the building line.

5.4.13  All of the houses are set behind a low brick wall with metal entrance gates. The estate is laid out around 
a narrow highway with grass verges and trees from the front gardens overspilling onto the street scene. At the 
northern end of the central open space are tennis courts surrounded by a mature hedge.

5.4.14  In relation to Strensall Park, there is a uniformity of character with the use of several house types. The 
integrity of the overall design has been maintained since construction due to the housing stock remaining in 
single ownership. Whilst the houses have been over-rendered, lost original doors/window frames and entrance 
canopies, there is a consistency to the interventions. It has therefore not suffered from a level of attrition 
typically found elsewhere across the country. On this basis, redevelopment or new development within the 
area defined on the Proposals Map is expected to be sensitive to the existing character of the area. Any 
development in this area must take account of the proximity of Strensall Common SAC/SSSI and must comply 
with the HRA report 2019.
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POLICY DG2: ALEXANDRA ROAD

Development within the Alexandra Road area, as defined on the Proposals Map, will be expected to 
complement the character and layout as defined below. Development that does not respect the existing 
character will be resisted.

The character of Alexandra Road is outlined in the description below:

Scale, massing and layout

Two storey semi-detached houses set in generous gardens. Houses on south side of the street have 
the principal facade to the south (rear).

Roof form 

Pitched roof parallel to street or hipped roof.  Mono-pitched garage roof hidden by small parapet.

Materials 

Glazed red brick or red brick. Roof covered in modern concrete tiles or pantiles. Upvc doors and 
window frames.

Chimneys 

Multiple flues located on ridge line or located centrally within roof slope.

Openings 

Large square opening at ground floor with vertical proportioned elements.  Remaining openings are 
generally vertical in proportion.

Boundary treatment 

Variety of post and wire fencing and hedges.

Policy DG2: Alexandra Road

5.4.15  Alexandra Road is a leafy residential street, with two storey semi-detached houses set in generous 
gardens. The houses are set behind a post and wire fence or hedge. The majority of the houses on the south 
side of the street were built during the early twentieth century and constructed with a glazed red brick with a 
hipped roof covered in modern concrete tiles. The principal elevation of these houses is located on the south 
façade away from the street and the rear elevation faces Alexandra Road. The street is punctuated at its end 
by a detached Commanding Officers residence of a similar age to the buildings on the south side of the street. 
The houses on the north side are also two storey semi-detached houses built in the mid–twentieth century with 
principal elevations that face Alexandra Road. They have side entrances and detached garages to the side of 
the units.

5.4.16  Across the Alexandra Road area, the integrity of the street has been maintained since construction 
due to the housing stock remaining in single ownership. Whilst the houses have lost original doors/window 
frames and entrance canopies, and in some instances, they have been re-roofed, there is a consistency 
to the interventions. It has therefore not suffered from a level of attrition typically found elsewhere across 
the country. On this basis, redevelopment or new development within the area defined on the Proposals 
Map is expected to be sensitive to the existing character of the area. Any development in this area must 
take account of the proximity of Strensall Common SAC/SSSI and must comply with the HRA report 2019.

POLICY DG2: ALEXANDRA ROAD (continued)

Spaces 

Generous gardens with mature trees.

Strensall Common SAC/SSSI

Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC or SSSI.

Policy DG3: Howard Road

5.4.17  On the south side of Howard Road is a late twentieth-century two-storey housing estate that contains 
a variety of detached, semi-detached and short terraces arranged around a small central grassed area with 
a small children’s playground. They are constructed in red brick with shallow pitched pantiled roofs and set 
behind a grass verge with tree and shrub planting. To the north of Howard Road is a similar housing estate that 
comprises short terraces laid out in a “Radburn” style with highways and pavements segregated. They are two 
storeys in height constructed in brown or buff brick with shallow pitched pantiled roofs. The layout comprises 
parking courts and garage blocks and pockets of green space with isolated trees. Rear gardens that overlook 
the streetscene are defined by tall timber fencing or brick walls.

5.4.18  Within the Howard Road area there is an area of grassland located between the SAC/SSSI of Strensall 
Common and a MoD housing estate that includes a children’s play area and football pitch. The land and 
properties within the area are mostly owned by the MoD.

5.4.19  Previous versions of the local plan show the land to be within the general extent of the Green Belt. 
However, the City or York draft local plan identifies part of the grassland for residential development of 45 
dwellings under allocation H59. An area of open space immediately to the east of the allocation is simply noted 
within the local plan to remain as open space, but within the development limits for Strensall.

5.4.20  Consultations held in August 2016 with the Defence Infrastructure Organisation agreed that the area of 
open space (including the extent of H59) was ideal for the erection of social/affordable housing. However, the 
modifications to the submitted local plan (see paragraph 5.4.11) now make this site unsuitable for residential 
development due to its proximity to the Strensall Common SAC/SSSI.
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POLICY DG3: HOWARD ROAD

Development within the Howard Road area, will be expected to complement the character and layout 
of the area as defined below. Development that does not respect the existing character will be resisted.

The character of Howard Road is outlined in the description below:

Scale, massing and layout

Two storey semi-detached houses set in generous gardens. Houses on south side of the street have
the principal facade to the south (rear).

Roof form

Pitched roof parallel to street or hipped roof. Mono-pitched garage roof hidden by small parapet.

Materials

Glazed red brick or red brick. Roof covered in modern concrete tiles or pantiles. Upvc doors and
window frames.

Chimneys

Multiple flues located on ridge line or located centrally within roof slope.

Openings

Large square opening at ground floor with vertical proportioned elements. Remaining openings are
generally vertical in proportion.

Boundary treatment

Variety of post and wire fencing and hedges.

Spaces

Generous gardens with mature trees.

Strensall Common SAC/SSSI

Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC or SSSI.

5.4.22  Queen Elizabeth Barracks has a significant visual presence within Strensall due to its scale, character 
and also the presence of the wire fence surrounding the heart of the site. The announcement by the MoD that the 
Barracks are to close and the site redeveloped is therefore of considerable concern to the wider community due 
to the potential impact of any major new development. Whilst the City of York draft local plan does not allocate 
the site for development, due to the potential impact on the Strensall Common SAC, there is still a chance 
that a planning application could be submitted at some point during the Plan period. The neighbourhood plan 
therefore intends to provide a framework for the determination of any application concerning the Barracks. In 
doing so, the neighbourhood plan is not actively endorsing the development of the site.

5.4.23  Policy DG4 addresses design matters in order to ensure that the appearance and character of any 
potential development will be complementary to the existing village.

POLICY DG4: QUEEN ELIZABETH BARRACKS - DESIGN 

If a planning application were to be submitted for the redevelopment of the Queen Elizabeth Barracks 
then the proposal is expected to respect the existing character and layout, as described below, in order 
to preserve the heritage interest of the site for future generations.

The extent of the site contains the operational Army Barracks set behind a wire fence that includes a 
variety of historic and modern buildings laid out around parade grounds. The character of The Barracks 
is outlined in the description below:

Scale, massing and layout

Single and two storey buildings.

Layout 

Laid out around parade grounds with axial highway layouts.

Roof form 

Pitched or hipped roofs.

Materials 

Variety of red brick, slate or tiled covered roofs.  Also examples of modern composite corrugated roof 
material.

Chimneys 

Generally located on ridge line.

Openings 

Vertically proportioned openings.

Spaces 

Hard surfaced former parade grounds and lawned areas with mature trees.

Strensall Common SAC/SSSI

Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of the Strensall 
Common SAC or SSSI.

Policy DG4: Queen Elizabeth Barracks

5.4.21  This area contains the operational army barracks set behind a wire fence that includes a variety of 
historic and modern buildings laid out around parade grounds. The historic buildings are constructed in brick 
with hipped roofs covered in slate or tiles.
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The buildings identified to be of local historic interest are indicated on the plan above and their loss will 
need to be fully justified.

A photographic record of the buildings and the site will be required before demolition or redevelopment 
commences.
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Policy DG5: Development Brief for the Redevelopment of the Queen Elizabeth Barracks

5.4.24  The community’s interests in the barracks extend beyond simply the appearance of any development 
to encompass the potential wider impacts any development will have on the existing community. Consultation 
on the neighbourhood plan has revealed particular interests in relation to the continued use of Hurst Hall, 
ensuring there are sufficient facilities and services to serve any new population and extending the public 
transport network so as to discourage the introduction of too many new cars. Providing a mix of new housing 
types to address local housing need is also considered important, especially given the lack of smaller homes 
within the existing local housing stock.

5.4.25  Policy DG5 therefore sets out a list of matters that any proposal concerning the redevelopment of the 
Barracks should address in order for development to be considered acceptable by the community.

POLICY DG5: DEVELOPMENT BRIEF FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE QUEEN 
ELIZABETH BARRACKS - MASTER PLANNING/PLANNING PRINCIPLES  

If a Masterplan were to be prepared or a planning application submitted for the redevelopment of the 
Queen Elizabeth Barracks then the following matters are expected to be taken into account:

•  Any proposal should ascertain that there will be no adverse effects on the integrity of Strensall
Common SAC or SSSI. 

•  Any proposal is expected to be limited to the Barracks and not extend beyond its current developed 
limits. In particular, any proposal must not extend outside of development limits and into the Green Belt.

•  Any proposal should secure commensurate facilities for its proposed use and to mitigate against
the impact of development on the wider Parish area.

•  Retention of Hurst Hall for use as a community centre by the community.

•  Retention of the sports facilities within or adjacent to the ‘wire’, and provision of appropriate changing
facilities for use by the community.

•  Should residential development come forward, adequate provision for school needs should be
met.

•  A foul water strategy must be provided to assess the current capacity of the relevant treatment
plants and development will be expected to deliver any additional capacity required to 
accommodate development.

•  An extension of the existing bus route, along with new bus stops, is expected to be provided
through the Barracks. 

•  A Travel Plan is developed to encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport for all types 
of trips.

•  Should housing be an accepted use then a mixture of housing types, including a good proportion
of one or two bed units to support first time buyers and those wishing to downsize will be 
supported.

Development will not be supported if the proposal cannot demonstrate that it takes into account the 
matters set out within this Policy, and no significant harm will be caused to the wider Neighbourhood 
Area. 
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POLICY DG6: AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

Planning applications for residential development will be expected to include a mix of affordable housing 
and private homes in accordance with local and national planning policy requirements, but with particular 
understanding of the local need found within the Parish in order to deliver local housing need.

All affordable housing is to be made available to those with a local connection to the Parish in the first 
instance, in accordance with the local criteria set out under Appendix Three.

5.5  Affordable Housing 

5.5.1  This policy is informed by evidence from City of York Council’s Strategic Housing Market Assessment 
(2016) and Strategic Market Assessment Addendum (2016) in addition to a local survey by The Rural Housing 
Trust and City of York Council in October 2008.

5.5.2  In addition to shaping development that might come forward on a number of specific sites, there is 
particular interest in ensuring new residential development meets the needs of local residents’ housing needs.

5.5.3  This is on the basis that Strensall with Towthorpe has an aging population where the greatest proportion 
of residents have lived in Strensall or Towthorpe for more than 15 years. Property prices, but also the 
prevalence of larger properties, means that first time buyers and young families struggle to find homes within 
the parish.

5.5.4  Previous stages of the plan’s preparation have suggested that the community would like to see more 
opportunities for those in need of affordable housing. This might include houses available for rent, shared 
ownership or reduced market value.

5.5.5  An affordable housing needs survey was undertaken by The Rural Housing Trust assisted by City of York 
Council in October 2008. It identified 79 households unable to satisfy their housing needs in the open market. 
Based on this first stage survey, an affordable housing scheme of up to 25 properties, with a mix of two- and 
three-bedroom dwellings, would go some way to meeting the identified need. A limited number of four-bed-
room family homes might also be considered as well as flats for younger single people.

5.5.6  Between 2008 and 2019, 11 affordable homes have been provided in the Fossview Close (Tannery) 
development and 3 properties in the rear gardens of 5/6 Northfields, Strensall, but this addition of 14 properties 
only addresses the currently identified need. There will be future need too so it is therefore important that any 
new development should meet local housing needs on site in order to address the issue.
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6.0  COMMUNITY ACTIONS

6.1  Neighbourhood plans are expected to predominantly deal with matters covered by various Acts and 
Legislation relating to town planning. In drafting the neighbourhood plan, various matters have been raised 
that are not related to planning or development, and beyond the scope of the issues which the plan might 
address. However, the Parish Council would like to make clear their intention to pursue a number of projects 
that are intended to enhance the quality of the environment across the parish area, but are not necessarily 
development or do not require planning permission.

6.2  The Community Actions have specifically been identified through either the process of drafting the Village 
Design Statement, or during consultation on the draft neighbourhood plan, and are a priority of the Parish 
Council. All of the Community Actions within the plan require the Parish Council working with other agencies, 
organisations and authorities, so inclusion in the plan provides a commitment to pursue the outcomes identified.

6.3  CA1: Highways Improvements

6.3.1  The projects centre around highways improvements as the community share a number of concerns 
regarding highway safety and accessibility. The Parish Council intends to engage with those responsible for 
highways matters, including City of York Council, the Highways Agency and North Yorkshire County Council. The 
intention is also to look for alternative means of support, including Sustrans, where there is opportunity to do so.



CA1: HIGHWAYS IMPROVEMENTS  

The Parish Council will actively engage with those responsible for highways improvements and 
funding for highways in order to secure a number of highways improvements. The highways 
improvements are intended to improve connectivity through Strensall, secure alterations to improve 
traffic flow or else make it safer for pedestrians and cyclists to navigate Strensall and the wider area. 
To this end, the following projects will be pursued:

CA1-1  A64 / Towthorpe Moor Lane junction improvement (Hazelbush junction)

CA1-2  Strensall Road / Towthorpe Moor Lane / Towthorpe Road junction improvement

CA1-3  Cycle path development from Strensall to Earswick 

CA1-4  Provision of pedestrian crossings, especially on York Road

CA1-5  Designation of Public Right of Way between Haxby Moor Road and Towthorpe Road 

6.4  CA2: Designation of Public Rights of Way

6.4.1  There are a number of designated Public Rights of Way across the parish area that are valued by the 
community because of the access they provide to the countryside surrounding the villages. In addition to routes 
identified on the definitive map, there are also a number of routes that have been used by the community where 
the footpaths and walking routes have not been formally mapped. Some of the routes are under pressure from 
development or from access being challenged by landowners. Seeking the formal designation of these routes 
is therefore important because of the contribution they make to the quality of life offered by the village and its 
environment.  

CA2: DESIGNATION OF PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY  

The Parish Council will seek to secure the formal designation of footpaths and walking routes that have 
historically been and are actively used by the community in order to secure future access. This includes 
the following routes:

CA2-1  Footpath between Haxby Moor Road and Towthorpe Road on the Village side of the River 
Foss.

CA2-2  Footpath identified on the s106 extract for dwellings on the Swallows as Riverside Walk 
which is also on the village side of the River Foss between Sheriff Hutton Road and Cowslip Hill /
Footpath 17.

CA2-3  Footpath between Moor Lane and Lords Moor Lane through the land leased from CoYC 
between Flaxton Road and the fields on south side of the railway.

CA2-4  Progress of walkway between Southfields Road and The Village (alongside Tesco) which 
has already been requested to become a PROW.

CA2-5  Footpath alongside railway behind Middlecroft Drive to River Foss.

CA2-6  Footpath connecting Middlecroft Drive to Lynwood Close and from Lynwood Close to West 
Pit Lane.

CA2-7  Footpath from West Pit Lane to River Foss between 38 and 40 West Pit Lane.
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6.5  CA3: Designation of Assets of Community Value

6.5.1  A number of community facilities are currently under threat. To underpin the vitality of the community, 
the Parish Council believe it is important to use powers available to protect existing community facilities. The 
Localism Act (2011) provides the opportunity to seek the formal designation of assets of community value 
where it can be demonstrated that the building is of value to the community. Community Action CA3 therefore 
seeks to make clear the Parish Council’s intentions to have obtained or to seek formal designation of the 
library, St Wilfrid’s Church and Hurst Hall.

CA3: DESIGNATION OF ASSETS OF COMMUNITY VALUE  

The Parish Council will seek to secure the designation of property or land that is considered to be 
important to the community under the Localism Act (2011). Strensall Explore Library (CA3-1) and 
St Wilfrid’s Church (CA3-2) have recently been approved by City of York Council as Assets of 
Community Value. Currently, the Parish Council is seeking designation of Hurst Hall (CA3-3) as Assets 
of Community Value. The property is identified on the Proposals Map. The Parish Council will review 
the situation and seek designation of other assets in the future.



7.0  COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY

7.1  The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was introduced in 2008 by the government with the intention of 
standardising charges made on new residential and commercial development to pay towards infrastructure 
improvements to accommodate development. The intention is that CIL will replace planning obligations 
traditionally secured through Section 106 Agreements.

7. 2  The idea of CIL is that local planning authorities identify new infrastructure considered necessary to 
accommodate development across the district and cost the works to provide the new infrastructure. This might 
include the need for funds to pay for a new classroom or school, road improvements or additional capacity to 
deal with sewage and surface water drainage. Developers then pay a standard charge per sq. metre of floor 
area based on a charging schedule in which the costs of the necessary infrastructure are set out.

7. 3  The Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2013 makes clear that 15%, or up to 
a maximum of £100 per new house, of any CIL collected by a local planning authority must be paid to the 
Parish Council in the area in which development takes place. Following adoption of a neighbourhood plan, the 
amount to be paid to the Parish Council increases to 25% of the levy revenues.

7. 4  The Parish Council has the ability to spend the money on things other than infrastructure, as long as 
the spending supports development. This means Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council is free to spend the 
money   on projects that will directly benefit the neighbourhood area as long as the money supports growth of 
the settlements. The Parish Council is also able to work with other identified charging authorities to pool funds 
to spend on infrastructure or development related matters.
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7. 5  Suggestions are divided into strategic matters that would be included in City of York Council’s CIL charg-
ing schedule and non-strategic matters on which the Parish Council might spend monies received from CIL. 
Through the current consultation, the Parish Council would like to understand priorities for improvements to 
infrastructure and what community priorities exist for improvements to the village.

7.6  At present, it is understood how City of York Council has not yet decided on whether to implement CIL. 
Work on CIL has, however, started in parallel with the drafting of the local plan in order to help inform the 
decision-making process. The intention of this section of the neighbourhood plan is, therefore, to help inform 
City of York’s consideration of strategic infrastructure requirements across Strensall and Towthorpe, inform 
discussions with developers regarding planning obligations and also inform the drafting of the Charging 
Schedule in the event CIL is implemented. 

7.7   City of York CIL Matters

7.7.1  In the event City of York Council does introduce CIL, the following infrastructure requirements are those 
which the Parish Council would like to see added to the City of York CIL Charging Schedule and Regulation 
123 List. Items appear in the list because they are ‘strategic’ in nature (i.e. of district wide interest) and are 
essential infrastructure. To include:

•  Improvements to cycle paths in relation to upgrading existing routes and creating new routes to extend
the existing network.

•  Highways improvements listed under Community Actions.

•  Upgrading of the flood defences along the River Foss in order to protect existing houses.

•  Upgrade the water treatment plant at Walbutts to provide additional capacity.

7.8   Parish Council CIL Matters

7.8.1  Where CIL monies are received by the Parish Council as a result of development, the Parish Council 
intends for them to be spent on items set out in the neighbourhood plan.  



Introduction

A vehicle parking survey was undertaken across Strensall on Saturday 1st and Thursday 6th September 2018 
every couple of hours through the day. The survey was undertaken with a view to understanding the level of 
demand for on-street parking spaces. 

The survey focused upon the following locations, which are located adjacent to the facilities and services within 
Strensall:

•  The Village between Jcn of Southfields Rd & the Library

•  The east end of The Village between 100 and 135 The Village

•  The West End, Strensall

•  Barley Rise Shopping Parade Area

The findings of the survey are set out in full below. In summary, at all the locations, when vehicles are parked 
on the highway, passing motorists’ behaviour often causes further congestion when drivers insist on passing 
parked vehicles before ensuring that the exit from that area is clear.

The Village between Jcn of Southfields Rd & The Library

The area covered was The Village from the junction with Southfields Road to the Bus Stop opposite the library. 
Parking is staggered but on both sides of the highway. There are double yellow lines and H markings for exits. 
A number of the vehicles parked belong to residents who do not have off-road parking. The maximum number 
of spaces is 15 on each side of the highway. Most of the empty spaces seen were located to the west of the 
junction with Sheriff Hutton Road except during the 10.00 am time-slot which coincided with a coffee morning 
at the Methodist Chapel. Outside the hours of 0800 to 1100 Mon to Sat the loading area outside Tesco is 
available for public parking. The landlord of The Ship does not object to parking in the parking area behind the 
establishment during daytime when there are fewer customers.

APPENDIX ONE: 
CAR PARKING SURVEY 
OF STRENSALL

A1.2A1.1

Photograph taken from junction of Southfields Road and The Village



(a)  The area east of the junction with Sheriff Hutton Road had only one vacant space at 08.00.
(b)  The area east of the junction with Sheriff Hutton Road had only two vacant spaces at 09.00. Congestion

was really bad between the junctions of Southfield Road and Sheriff Hutton Road. 

A Tesco delivery vehicle was parked in the loading area in front of the store between 0800 and 0900 with the 
milk delivery vehicle waiting outside the former Post Office. 

There was a continuous flow of traffic from Sheriff Hutton Road turning west into The Village highway. Included 
in this flow was an articulated lorry with a trailer both containing loads of hay. This vehicle had great difficulty 
negotiating the turnout of Sheriff Hutton Road and required the whole available width of the road. 

Thursday 6th September 2018 
The Village between Jcn of Southfields Rd & the library

8

Location

The Village 
(Tesco)

08.00

Time Number of empty spaces 
(total approx. 30)

609.00

10.00

12.00

9

7

14.00 6

16.00 8

Note (a) & (b)

Note (b)

Van parked across H marking. 
York bound bus delayed 2 
minutes

Comments re congestion etc.

Saturday 1st September 2018 
The Village between Jcn of Southfields Rd & the library

8

Location

The Village 
(Tesco)

08.00

Time Number of empty spaces 
(total approx. 30)

810.00

12.00

14.00

9

9

16.00 8

Comments re congestion etc.

A1.4A1.3

Vehicles parked east of the junction with Sheriff Hutton Road were so tightly parked that manoeuvres to depart 
caused further hold-ups.

Contributory factors were the passage of the waste collection vehicle and buses together with the “school run” 
using vehicles, cycles, scooters or walking.

East End of The Village between 100 and 135 The Village

As can be seen from photo (below) vehicles heading east towards Brecks Lane or Lords Moor Lane require 
considerate parking between the cars parked on the north side in the foreground and those on the south 
side. The geography of The Village highway prevents vehicle drivers heading west when approaching the 
parked vehicles on south side to see traffic approaching from the opposite direction which leads to numerous 
occasions when one or other has to seek refuge to allow the other to pass. 

Photograph taken from junction of The Village with Brecks Lane

Saturday September 1st 2018  
East End of The Village between 100 and 135 The Village

Location

The Village 
(East)

Time Number of empty spaces Comments re congestion etc.

208.00

10.00

12.00

3

7

14.00 4

16.00 5

North Side 
(total approx. 12)

South Side 
(total approx. 14)

3

6

4

2

6



Thursday 6th September 2018   
East End of The Village between 100 and 135 The Village

Location

The Village 
(East)

Time Number of empty spaces Comments re congestion etc.

408.00

10.00

12.00

5

7

14.00 4

16.00 7

North Side 
(total approx. 12)

South Side 
(total approx. 14)

5

6

9

6

5

The parked vehicles are mainly those of residents living on the north side between 103 and 135 The Village 
and on the south side between 100 and 128 The Village. 

West End, Strensall

The street is regularly used for parking in association with the nearby school.

The area surveyed included the following highways:

•  West End 

•  Westpit Lane (to junction with Riverside Walk/no 2)

•  Haxby Moor Rd (to junction with Leyfield Close)

•  Moorland Garth

•  Wilkinson Way (to entrance to Forest Court)

The total number of spaces available for on-highway parking is 60. It is believed that some of the all-day 
parking is due to employees of the Robert Wilkinson Academy parking on the highway rather than in the 
academy grounds. 

A previous planning application to extend the on-site parking at Robert Wilkinson Academy was approved but 
is now time expired.

Thursday 6th September 2018  
West End, Strensall

16

Location

West End 09.00

Time Number of empty spaces 
(total approx. 60)

1211.00

13.00

15.00

8

6

17.00 37

School drop off - rapid 
turnover of spaces

Pick up for new starters

Comments re congestion etc.

End of school pick up

Saturday 15th September 2018   
West End, Strensall

42

Location

West End 09.00

Time Number of empty spaces 
(total approx. 60)

4211.00

13.00

15.00

46

44

17.00 43

Comments re congestion etc.

A1.6A1.5



Photograph taken from Barley Rise North of Shopping Parade

Thursday 6th September 2018    
Barley Rise Shopping Parade Area

0

Location

Barley Rise 08.00

Time Number of empty spaces 
(total 10)

09.00

10.00

2

0

Busy but no congestion or 
thoughtless parking

No congestion

Comments re congestion etc.

12.00 1 Busy

14.00 0

15.00 4 Quiet

16.00 1 Busy

Busy

A2.1  Paragraph 99 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the criteria for the designation 
of local green space within Local Plans and neighbourhood plans. The NPPF makes clear the Local Green 
Space designation will not be appropriate for most green areas or open space and that the designation should 
only be used:

•  where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;

•  where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local 
significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a 
playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and

•  where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of land.

A2.2  The National Planning Policy Guidance provides further explanation on situations where it is appropriate 
to designate local green space. The guidance makes clear that large expanses of land, particularly on the 
edge of settlements, should not be designated and that it is unlikely to be appropriate to designate land which 
is covered by national or international designations. The guidance does, however, suggest it is appropriate to 
designate playing fields, allotments or urban spaces.

A2.3  Through consultation and discussions an initial list of sites was identified for potential designation. The 
list has then been considered in light of the criteria of Paragraph 99 in order to identify whether the sites initially 
identified were appropriate for designation. A number of sites have not been carried forward for designation 
because they were considered to be either too big, or else they were not locally significant either in terms of 
use or historic significance. The table below sets out the full list and the assessment, which resulted in the final 
list included under Policy CF2 of this Plan.
 

APPENDIX TWO: 
LOCAL GREEN SPACE DESIGNATION

A2.1A1.7



North of Sheriff Hutton Road Bridge 

CF2-1 

Location

Natural / Semi-Natural Land opposite the Tannery                                                        (CoYC Local Plan evidence Identity 144)

0.481 Ha Size

Yes - In open countryside opposite Foss View Close Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes – Rich wildlife habitat on bank of River Foss Local or community value

Yes - Natural / Semi Natural  Landscape value

No Historical value

No - but adjacent to Centenary Way Public Right of Way Recreational value

Yes – area is known for its value as a wildlife habitatWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 of the 6 assessment criteria and is an important wildlife 
habitat

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as NATURAL / 
SEMI-NATURAL Green Space

Recommendation

Between Park Gate, Heath Ride, Fold Walk and Littlethorpe Close

CF2- 2                                                                                

Location

Natural / Semi-Natural land known as The Heath (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 145)

3.712 HaSize

Yes – Former Brick and Tile Works Clay Pit now filled and grassed overAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes – used as recreation and dog walking areaLocal or community value

Yes – developer created features such as small copses and standing 
stones as well as several footpaths through the site

Landscape value

Yes – Site of former clay pit for Strensall BrickworksHistorical value

Yes – regularly used by children, dog walkers and footway from bus 
terminus to residences to the East of the built area of The Brecks

Recreational value

Yes – provided as Open Space area in 1990 by developer when 
planning permission was granted for The Brecks area of Strensall

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as NATURAL / 
SEMI-NATURAL Green Space

Recommendation

To rear of West Pit Lane, Shelley Drive (part), Creaser Close, 
Adlington Close (part) and Leyfield Close (part)

CF2- 3                                                                                 

Location

Natural / Semi-Natural Land between River Foss 
and West Pit Lane (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 147)

4.879 HaSize

Yes – located to rear of some properties at West Pit Lane (even nos), 
Creaser Close, Shelley Drive, Adlington Close and Leyfield Close

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes – regular use by walkers and dog walkersLocal or community value

Yes – river bank location but some properties have extended rear 
gardens and fenced off their extended property

Landscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - regular usage by walkers and dog walkersRecreational value

Yes – significant wild life area which is being degraded following 
sale of land to some residents

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as NATURAL / 
SEMI-NATURAL Green Space

Recommendation

To North of Pasture Close and East of Ash Walk

CF2- 4                                                                                 

Location

Ash Walk Natural / Semi-Natural (Locally known 
as Wild Haven) (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 744)

0.613 HaSize

Yes - Surrounded by properties in Kirklands, Ash Walk, Pasture Close 
and Oak Tree Close

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes – includes nature trail within Local or community value

Yes – uncultivated area with many mature treesLandscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes – includes pathway from Pasture Close to Ash walkRecreational value

Yes – rich in flora and fauna. Nest boxes provided at several locationsWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

A2.3A2.2



On east bank of the River Foss, access from Heath Ride

CF2- 5                                                                                 

Location

Natural / Semi-Natural Area at Lakeside Gardens (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 806)

0.372 HaSize

Yes - adjacent to the river Foss and surrounded on three sides by 
properties

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - Contains a lake used by wildlife, access from the road and riverside Local or community value

Yes - Natural /Semi NaturalLandscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - Adjacent to Public Right of WayRecreational value

Yes - Kingfishers and other Wildlife have been seen at this locationWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteria and is important area for 
wildlife habitat

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as NATURAL / 
SEMI-NATURAL Green Space

Recommendation

Top of Howard Road, Strensall Camp

CF2- 6                                                                                 

Location

Howard Road Natural / Semi-Natural (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 815)

1.176 HaSize

Yes - A limited number of properties on Howard RoadAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes – the community value in this area is down to the way in which 
the area has been maintained e.g. wild grasses, not mown

Local or community value

Yes – this area is in between 2 areas of green open space that are 
regularly mown

Landscape value

Yes – provided for military familiesHistorical value

Yes - Limited – this area does not offer much opportunity for play due 
to the wild grasses but does provide a space for walkers/dog walkers. 
There looked to be “man-made” walks through the grasses

Recreational value

Yes - The area is ideal for the movement of small animals e.g. hedge-
hogs. The area offered (at the time of the assessment) a limited variety 
of food e.g. berries. It is difficult to make a fair assessment of this area 
of greenspace as it is suspected that this area has more to offer in 
terms of wildlife than is visible in October. At other times of the year 
with the presence of wild flowers, l would expect there to be significant 
number of bees, butterflies and insects

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as NATURAL / 
SEMI-NATURAL Green Space

Recommendation

Between Park Gate and Northfields

CF2- 7                                                                                 

Location

Bowling Green off Northfields (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 92)

0.209 HaSize

Yes – surrounded on all sides by residential properties in Northfields, 
Blacklee Close, The Village, The Paddock and Park Gate

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - a successful bowling club which provides a centre of outdoor ac-
tivity and companionship. The small clubhouse and several benches for 
spectators add to the amenities

Local or community value

Yes – in addition to the well-kept bowling green there are grassed 
areas on two sides which together with the bowling green provides a 
green oasis amongst the houses

Landscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes – provides an outdoor sport enjoyed by players, families and friendsRecreational value

NoneWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 out of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Outdoor Sports Facility

Recommendation

A2.5A2.4



Between Barley Rise and the River Foss with access from Durlston Drive Close

CF2- 8                                                                                 

Location

Playing Field adjacent Railway Track / River Foss (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 148)

1.878 HaSize

Yes - there are some properties directly to the rear of the ground. One side 
of the ground is adjacent to the river foss and the other the railway line

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - Community value as an underlease was granted by the parish 
council to provide a sports ground for Strensall Community Youth and 
Sports Association. The Clubhouse has numerous facilities and rooms 
are available for hire by community groups

Local or community value

Yes - A safe environment for football clubs to play and some trees 
and shrubs around the boundaries

Landscape value

Yes - Part of the flood plain so totally unsuitable for any other purpose. 
Provided as part of a s106 agreement for residential housing 
elsewhere in the village

Historical value

Yes - The ground has tennis courts, football pitches and a multi-use 
games area used for netball etc. There are also plans for an enclosed 
five a side football pitch. The clubhouse has a kitchen, showers, 
changing rooms, meeting room and can be hired by other groups

Recreational value

Yes - There is a negligible amount of wildlife apart from hedgehogs on 
the land

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Retain as secure place for paying members to play sport. The security 
fence and locked gates prevents vandalism or unwanted groups of 
youths acting in an unsociable manner in the grounds. The car park is 
used during the week, on occasion, for motor cycle training. Meets all 
of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Outdoor Sports Facility

Recommendation

Robert Wilkinson School

CF2- 9                                                                                 

Location

The Robert Wilkinson Primary Academy Playing 
Field (Outdoor Sports) (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 448)

1.418 HaSize

Yes - houses on West End back onto this green open spaceAdjacent to existing properties?

No – other than this area constitutes an essential part of the school. Not 
accessible to the community

Local or community value

Yes – surrounded by mature trees on river bankLandscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - Partial – this area is not open to the public but does offer 
significant recreational value to the school, as its playing and sports field

Recreational value

No - Open space not ideal for shelter or the movement of small animalsWildlife or green infrastructure value

This space is clearly an important asset to the school rather than the 
wider community, only on the basis that this space is not available to 
the general public. However, it meets 3 of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Outdoor Sports Facility

Recommendation

Top of Howard Road, Strensall Camp

CF2- 10                                                                                 

Location

Howard Road Playing Field (Outdoor Sports) (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 745)

1.050 HaSize

Yes - As situated at the top of Howard Road there is only a limited 
number of properties near this open space but is less than 10” walk 
from properties in the Howard Road area of Strensall

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - large, well maintained, flat playing fieldLocal or community value

Yes - the large area of green open space is surrounded by wild grasses 
and mature hedgerow/trees. Just outside of the boundary but still within 
the landscape is a wide variety of trees which act as an ideal back drop

Landscape value

Yes - provided for military personnel and their familiesHistorical value

Yes - ideal for sports due to its size but fairly secluded. Ideal for dog 
walkers due to its size, openness and access

Recreational value

No - Open space not ideal for shelter or the movement of small animalsWildlife or green infrastructure value

A good open space. Easily accessible & well maintained. It meets all 
of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Outdoor Sports Facility

Recommendation

A2.7A2.6



In secure area of Queen Elizabeth Barracks

CF2- 11                                                                                 

Location

Sports Ground (Located Queen Elizabeth 
Barracks) (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 750)

3.079 HaSize

Yes - located to rear of residential properties on South side and military 
installations to East and North

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - limited use due to its secure location but the football pitch has been 
used by arrangement with the military

Local or community value

Yes - creates and open area between Strensall Road and the military 
buildings

Landscape value

Yes - has been part of the army facilities since the land was purchased 
by the MoD by order of the 1884 Strensall Common Act

Historical value

Yes - but mainly restricted to use by members of the militaryRecreational value

Yes - creates and open area between Strensall Road and the military 
buildings

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agreed that this area which is indicated in the emerging local 
plan be used to enhance the village sports facilities to allow 
other sporting activities to take place

Recommendation

In secure area of Queen Elizabeth Barracks

CF2- 12                                                                                 

Location

Tennis Courts (Located Queen Elizabeth 
Barracks) (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 751)

0.102 HaSize

Yes - to military buildingsAdjacent to existing properties?

NoneLocal or community value

NoneLandscape value

Yes - has been part of the army facilities since the land was purchased 
by the MoD by order of the 1884 Strensall Common Act

Historical value

Yes - but only to military personnelRecreational value

NoneWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 3 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

As part of the development plan for this site in the emerging 
local plan its retention must be taken into account

Recommendation

Located within Strensall Park Housing Development

CF2- 13                                                                                 

Location

Strensall Park Playing Field (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 752)

1.504 HaSize

Yes - Surrounded on three sides by propertiesAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - large cut grassed area to allow various activitiesLocal or community value

Yes - large green open space areaLandscape value

Yes - associated with military housingHistorical value

Yes - used for walking, dog walking and ball gamesRecreational value

Yes - also include numerous mature treesWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Bounded by The Village and Northfields

CF2- 14                                                                                 

Location

Amenity Greenspace at Northfields / The Village (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 141)

0.516 HaSize

Yes - on all sidesAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - a focal point for the whole village where several events are held and 
also provides a relaxing area for families

Local or community value

Yes - it breaks up an otherwise urban appearanceLandscape value

Yes - a long standing area for community use and eventsHistorical value

Yes - provides an easily accessible area adjacent to play equipment for 
both young and older children

Recreational value

Yes - an area owned by City of York Council but leased to Strensall with 
Towthorpe Parish Council and is well maintained throughout the year

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

A2.9A2.8



Access from Hallard Way

CF2- 15                                                                            

Location

Amenity Greenspace Land off Hallard Way (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 149)

0.195 HaSize

Yes - Surrounded by Hallard Way, Oak Tree Close and The WillowsAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - area of greenspace used for various activitiesLocal or community value

Yes - greenspace area includes mature trees and recently planted treesLandscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - used as recreational area by local residentsRecreational value

Yes - green area with housing developments. Recent tree planting done 
to increase wildlife activities

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Although identified as Pasture Close the area is located adjacent to 
properties in Kirklands

CF2- 16                                                                            

Location

Amenity Greenspace adjacent to Pasture Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 150)

0.078 HaSize

Yes - adjacent to Kirklands and easy access from Pasture Close and 
Knapton Close

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - also contains items of play equipment for older childrenLocal or community value

Yes - provides grassed area for use by communityLandscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - well maintained area owned by City of York Council but leased to 
and maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council

Recreational value

Yes - provides green area within housing developments on all sidesWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Located to rear of properties in Knapton Close (part), York Road (part) 
and Newton Way (part)

CF2- 17                                                       

Location

Amenity Greenspace Land between York Road 
and Knapton Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 151)

0.100 HaSize

Yes - surrounded by residential propertiesAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - provides grassed area for use by the communityLocal or community value

Yes - contains several mature trees and hedgesLandscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - well maintained area owned by City of York Council but leased to 
and maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council

Recreational value

Yes - provides green area within housing developments on all sidesWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Between Barley Rise and the River Foss with access from Chaldon 
Close and Woodleigh Close

CF2- 18                                                       

Location

Amenity Greenspace Land Off Chaldon Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 531)

1.107 HaSize

Yes - there are seven properties in Chaldon Close, Woodleigh Close 
and Barley Rise that back onto the land 

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - Community value as a favourite place to walk dogsLocal or community value

Yes - A long strip of open space between properties and the River 
Foss. The land is owned by City of York Council but is leased to and 
well maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council

Landscape value

Yes - Part of the flood plain so totally unsuitable for any other purposeHistorical value

Yes - Highly used by dog walkers and walkers without dogsRecreational value

Yes - There is some evidence of stoats and water voles. There are pipistrelle 
bats nesting somewhere on the site as they search for food most evenings 
and nest boxes have been used by small songbirds. There are several 
mature trees along the site and shelter provided for hedgehogs and other 
small creatures. There is also overwhelming evidence of moles! Kestrels are 
regular visitors along the site and a sparrow hawk finds food there

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteria. Retain as public open space care-
fully maintained to provide homes for small mammals, insects and birds

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

A2.11A2.10



Off Westpit Lane

CF2- 19                                                       

Location

Amenity Greenspace Land Off West Pit Lane (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 741)

0.209 HaSize

Yes - Riverside Walk and Wood Close Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - large area of maintained green open space easily accessible via 
Westpit Lane/Wood Close.  Public right of way through to Wood Close

Local or community value

Yes - semi natural environment consisting of a large green open space 
partially surrounded by a variety of hedgerows and trees

Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - large, flat open space ideal for sports and play. Ideal for dog 
walkers. Ideal for the school run from Wood Close

Recreational value

Yes - variety of trees and hedgerow partially around the perimeter of the 
open space

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

A good open space owned and maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe 
Parish Council, easily accessible. Large open space ideal for sports and 
other recreational play. Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Behind 20 Lynwood Close

CF2- 20                         

Location

Amenity Greenspace Off Lynwood Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 742)

0.094 HaSize

Yes - rear of Lynwood Close/Middlecroft Drive Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - much used footpath from Lynwood Close to Middlecroft Drive Local or community value

Yes - Natural area consisting of mature trees and hedgerows with exception 
to a number of small areas of grass that are well maintained/cut short

Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - Limited - small flat green area(s) (well maintained) suitable for 
limited recreational play e.g. football. Ideal for walkers. Limited appeal 
for dog walkers

Recreational value

Yes - the area is of significant benefit to a variety of wildlife. Surrounded by 
thick mature hedgerow and trees. Ideal for shelter, nesting, movement and 
food e.g. trees bearing nuts, fruit and berries

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

This area provides an ideal habitat for wildlife and has a significant number 
and variety of food bearing trees. It is owned and maintained by Strensall 
with Towthorpe Parish Council. Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

York Road, Strensall - opposite junction with Kirklands

CF2- 21                         

Location

Amenity Greenspace Off York Road (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 743)

0.187 HaSize

Yes - surrounded on three sides Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - used as recreation area. Seasonal flower bulbs and trees planted Local or community value

Yes - Amenity Green SpaceLandscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - but limited due to its location adjacent to busy highwayRecreational value

Yes - provides openness in area of housing developmentsWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

To South of Howard Road and East, West & North of Hollis Crescent 

CF2- 22                         

Location

Amenity Greenspace at Hollis Crescent (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 747)

0.131 HaSize

Yes - Surrounded by Hollis Crescent / Howard Road (part)Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - play and recreational areaLocal or community value

Yes - greenspace within developmentLandscape value

Yes - associated with military occupation of surrounding propertiesHistorical value

Yes - used as recreational area by local residentsRecreational value

Yes - provides recreational space for residentsWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

A2.13A2.12



Within residential area known as Strensall Park

CF2- 23                         

Location

Amenity Greenspace at Strensall Park (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 753)

0.193 HaSize

Yes - Surrounded on all sides by propertiesAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - provides green area for use by communityLocal or community value

Yes - greenspace within developmentLandscape value

Yes - associated with military occupation of surrounding propertiesHistorical value

Yes - used as recreational area by local residentsRecreational value

Yes - provides recreational space for residentsWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with September 2017 evidence for emerging Local Plan 
as Amenity Green Space

Recommendation

Littlethorpe Close off Brecks Lane

CF2- 24                         

Location

Amenity Greenspace off Littlethorpe Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 805)

0.269 HaSize

Yes - adjacent to properties on Littlethorpe Close, has a thick row of 
trees on one side

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - also adjacent to CF3 - 26 which contains some children’s play 
equipment

Local or community value

Yes - has a small paved area but surrounded by Natural /Semi 
Natural area

Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - adjacent to Littlethorpe Close, Breck’s Lane and The HeathRecreational value

Yes - area is known for its wildlife value Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Site clearly meets requirement for wildlife value and meets 5 of the 6 
assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Amenity Green 
Space

Recommendation

Included within the Northfields Amenity Greenspace CF3 -14

CF2- 25                         

Location

Children’s Play Area Land to South of Village Hall (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 48)

0.069 HaSize

Yes - overlooked by properties in Northfields and The VillageAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - a well-used play area with equipment provided for older children. 
Also acts as meeting space for older children

Local or community value

Yes - is part of CF3 – 14 Amenity Greenspace Landscape value

Yes - originally provided with all age play equipment prior to young 
children’s equipment provision in separate area of the Greenspace

Historical value

Yes - climbing frame, swings and other items suitable for older 
children provided in this popular area

Recreational value

Yes - mature trees attract birds and squirrels are regular visitors Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Adjacent to Littlethorpe Close and Brecks Lane

CF2- 26                         

Location

Children’s Play Area off Littlethorpe Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 54)

0.007 HaSize

Yes - an open area including children’s play equipment with access from 
Littlethorpe Close, separated from The Heath by thick rows of mature trees

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - used for recreation and ball games Local or community value

Yes - Natural/Semi Natural  Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - includes Children’s play equipmentRecreational value

Yes - adjacent to The Heath and known for its wildlife Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Clearly meets assessment for its wildlife habitat and meets 5 of the 6 
assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

A2.15A2.14



Off Howard Road, Strensall camp

CF2- 27                         

Location

Howard Road Children’s Play Area (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 746)

0.203 HaSize

Yes - adjacent to Humber Drive and within 10” walk from Cumbrian 
Avenue, Howard Road and Hollis Crescent

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - 2 fenced areas of play containing a variety of play equipment 
e.g. swings, rockers 

Local or community value

Yes - these 2 areas of play break the landscape up and sit well within 
the existing landscape consisting of family homes, open space (see 
CF3-6 & CF3-10)  

Landscape value

Yes - provided for families of military personnelHistorical value

Yes - this area offers significant benefit to local children. The play 
equipment is aimed at children of all ages but is limited in terms of 
inclusive play equipment. Close proximity to areas of green open 
space ideal for sports or other forms of recreational play

Recreational value

No - although it is noted that the play area is within close proximity to 
significant green open spaces 

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

This play area compliments its surrounding and offers children within 
the vicinity a much needed, defined area of play. Meets 5 of the 6 
assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Located within CF3 - 22 Hollis Crescent Amenity Greenspace

CF2- 28                         

Location

Hollis Crescent Children’s Play Area (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 748)

0.028 HaSize

Yes - surrounded by Hollis Crescent / Howard Road (part)Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - safe overlooked environment with play equipmentLocal or community value

NoLandscape value

Yes - initially provided for use of military familiesHistorical value

Yes - play equipment providedRecreational value

NoWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Surrounded by properties in Strensall Park

CF2- 29                         

Location

Children’s Play Area in Strensall Park Amenity 
Greenspace (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 804)

0.064 HaSize

Yes - overlooked by properties within Strensall Park developmentAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes – used by families in Strensall Park areaLocal or community value

NoLandscape value

Yes - provided as facility for military residents and familiesHistorical value

Yes - play equipment providedRecreational value

NoWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Adjacent to Strensall Village Hall car park and Northfields Amenity 
Greenspace

CF2- 30                         

Location

Children’s Play Area at Northfields (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 902)

0.138 HaSize

Yes - to rear of properties in NorthfieldsAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - a newly refurbished young children’s fenced in play area with 
modern interactive equipment

Local or community value

Yes - mature trees within the play areaLandscape value

Yes - has been the site for the provision of young children’s play equipment 
for many years and is located in a safe environment away from highways

Historical value

Yes - well equipped and maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe 
Parish Council

Recreational value

Yes - the latest refurbishment replaced a bark chipped surface with turf 
to reinforce the rural nature of the location. Mature trees provide safe 
environment for birds and squirrels

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

A2.17A2.16



Between Knapton Close, Kirklands and Pasture Close

CF2- 31                         

Location

Children’s Play Area off Pasture Close (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 2101)

0.138 HaSize

Yes - surrounded by and accessed from footpaths which connect 
Knapton Close, Kirklands and Pasture Close

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes – well used play area with play equipment recently upgradedLocal or community value

Yes - has hedges and semi-mature treesLandscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - land owned by City of York Council but leased to and maintained 
by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council. Grass cur regularly and 
play equipment maintained to a high standard which results in a well-
used play area

Recreational value

Yes – area contains wild hedge and has semi-mature treesWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 out of 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Between Northfields and Terrington Court

CF2- 32                         

Location

Allotment Gardens by Terrington Court (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 142)

0.519 HaSize

Yes - to rear of properties in Northfields and Terrington CourtAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - fully occupied. Owned by local authority but managed by Parish 
Council on behalf of allotment leasers

Local or community value

Yes - mature trees on south side of allotmentsLandscape value

Yes - these allotments have existed for over 60 yearsHistorical value

Yes - makes a positive contribution to character of this developed 
area of Strensall. Well-tended with all plots growing flowers, plants or 
vegetables during season

Recreational value

Yes - improved land managementWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging local plan designation as Children’s Play AreaRecommendation

Situated off New Lane (unmade road from Sheriff Hutton Road)

CF2- 33                         

Location

Strensall New Lane Allotments (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 907)

0.525 HaSize

Yes - close to Eastern end of Tannery developmentAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - fully occupied. Owned and managed by City of York Council Local or community value

NoLandscape value

Yes - provided as alternate site for allotments following development of 
The Sidings allotments in The Village

Historical value

Yes - makes a positive contribution to character of this industrialised 
area of Strensall. Well-tended with all plots growing flowers, plants or 
vegetables during season

Recreational value

Yes - improved land managementWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging Local Plan designation as allotmentsRecommendation

Adjacent to Sheriff Hutton Road c400 metres from village centre

CF2- 34                         

Location

Burial Ground, Strensall (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 738)

0.392 HaSize

NoAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - consecrated as a burial ground in 1995. A non-denominational 
well maintained quiet reflective location owned and maintained by 
Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council

Local or community value

Yes - includes a well maintained grassed area surrounded by hedges 
and mature trees

Landscape value

Yes - maintains a record of the remains of members of the local communityHistorical value

NoRecreational value

Yes - includes a well maintained grassed area surrounded by hedges 
and mature trees

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with emerging Local Plan designation as CemeteryRecommendation

A2.19A2.18



Church Lane, Strensall

CF2- 35                         

Location

St Mary the Virgin Churchyard, Church Lane, 
Strensall (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 740)

0.511 HaSize

Yes - it abuts to properties to the South and East of Church LaneAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes - the Church is a well-used religious facility. The graveyard surrounding 
the Church Building is full but not yet closed to burials as a small number 
of plots are reserved. Cremated remains continue to be interred in the 
churchyard

Local or community value

Yes - from the churchyard there are views across open countryside to the 
West and North. There are a number of mature trees of various species

Landscape value

Yes - the Church is a Grade II listed building - (12th December 1986) which is 
surrounded by graves of former residents and also contains war graves. The 
original building was constructed between 100 and 1150 AD and was dedicated 
to St James. It was replaced by a new Church between 1804 and 1806 but 
was found to be inadequate for the needs of the community. The present 
building was constructed in 1866. The connected Church Hall was replaced 
by a modern building – Sperehead Hall - which opened in June 2017. There 
is a thriving weekly morning café each Wednesday held in the hall

Historical value

Yes - facilities, such as well-equipped kitchen, audio/video projection 
equipment are available for various groups and can seat up to 50 people

Recreational value

Yes - managed under the “Grave Yard Conservation Area Appraisal 
Scheme”

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Site meets all 6 of the assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with the identification of this site as Cemetery in the 
evidence dated September 2017 for the emerging local plan

Recommendation

Saint Wilfrid’s Road, Strensall

CF2- 36                         

Location

St Wilfrid’s Garrison Church, St Wilfrid’s Road, 
Strensall (CoYC Local Plan Evidence Identity 749)

0.204 HaSize

Yes - surrounded on all sides by propertiesAdjacent to existing properties?

Yes, community value - approved as Asset of Community Value by Local 
Authority 17th September 2018

Local or community value

Yes - Church is surrounded by hedges and grassed area outside the 
footprint of the building

Landscape value

Yes - The current building replaces a former wooden built Church 
destroyed by fire. This brick-built building dates from 1934 and although 
it is licensed for the conducting of Religious Services, Funerals and 
Weddings. It is also used by the community to provide sufficient space 
when well attended events are organised. Its future use is dependent on 
the outcome of the closure/ sale of the nearby Queen Elizabeth Barracks 
by the MoD

Historical value

No - none at presentRecreational value

Yes - numerous trees surround the building attracting birds and small 
animals

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Agree with the identification of this site as Cemetery in the 
evidence dated September 2017 for the emerging local plan

Recommendation

A2.21A2.20



A large area of land owned by City of York Council and leased to Strensall 
with Towthorpe Parish Council on a 99-year lease dated 1st January 1996

CF2- 37                         

Location

Verge and Land on North side of Ox Carr Lane, 
Flaxton Road and West Side of Lord’s Moor Lane

Leased by Parish Council from Local 
Authority

4.129 HaSize

Yes - but only on the sections fronting Lords Moor Lane, Ox Carr Lane 
and the west end of Flaxton Road

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - an unmarked path through the land was upgraded in 2005 and 
is regularly used by walkers of all ages. Bird and Bat boxes have been 
erected throughout the area.  An existing pond on Lords Moor Lane was 
extended in April 2010. The whole area is rich in flora and fauna is valued 
as a peaceful place with seats provided to view open countryside

Local or community value

Yes - the upgraded path allows access to this rural landscapeLandscape value

Yes - the land was owned by the Ministry of Defence until purchased 
by Ryedale District Council prior to the boundary changes in 1996. An 
MoD marker post alongside the path confirms its military history

Historical value

Yes - although the area is alongside busy highways it is a well-used 
peaceful area for walkers and naturalists

Recreational value

Yes - rich in flora and faunaWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets all of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Although not included in the September 2017 evidence to the 
emerging local plan this site is of great value to the community 
as area of Natural/Semi-Natural open space

Recommendation

Connecting area of land between Knapton Close and Newton Way

CF2- 38                         

Location

Small area of land and footway between Knapton 
Close and Newton Way

Leased by Parish Council from Local 
Authority

0.032 HaSize

Yes - adjacent to properties within Knapton Close, Newton Way and 
Ox Carr Lane

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - value as the area provides right of way from Knapton Close to 
Newton Way

Local or community value

None - the site is a part of an area of land leased from City of York Council 
by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council which provides footpath 
access between Knapton Close and Newton Way

Landscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - limited to use of the footpath which passes through the area. Some 
residents have planted flowers to improve the overgrown look of the area

Recreational value

Yes - site is not maintained other than cutting back of hedges alongside 
footway

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 4 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Although the site is not designated by City of York Council in the 
emerging local plan it should be retained for its value to the local 
community

Recommendation

Southfields Road, Strensall

CF2- 39                         

Location

Grassed area to front of Yorkshire Housing 
Bungalows on Southfields Road

Owned by Yorkshire Housing 
Association

0.073 HaSize

Yes - fronting bungalows Nos 6 - 18Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - valued as an open aspect and is an important part of the 
character of the area

Local or community value

Yes - Amenity Green Space owned and maintained by Yorkshire 
Housing Association

Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - limited due its small areaRecreational value

Yes - has several trees, suitable for bird nestingWildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Site is of value to the community due to its openness and is 
included as an area of Amenity Greenspace

Recommendation

A2.23A2.22



Access from Middlecroft Drive or Natural/semi-natural land behind 
West Pit Lane (CF3 -3)

CF2- 40                         

Location

Open Space land alongside railway to rear of Middlecroft 
Drive between Railway footbridge and CF3 - 3

Owned and maintained by Strensall with 
Towthorpe Parish Council

0.254 HaSize

Yes - between rear of Middlecroft Drive, Firbank Close, Adlington 
Close and York to Scarborough Railway

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes – undeveloped area purchased and managed by Parish Council 
and includes heavily used permissive pathway 

Local or community value

Yes - contains numerous mature trees which mask noise levels from 
railway

Landscape value

NoHistorical value

Yes - walkway from Barley Rise / Melcombe Avenue area to West EndRecreational value

Yes - maintained as semi-natural area to retain the natural facilities 
provided by developer

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Although not included in the September 2017 evidence for emerging 
Local Plan it should be included as  Amenity Greenspace

Recommendation

Strip of hedgerow situated to frontage of 14-18 Westpit Lane

CF2- 41                         

Location

Open Space land to frontage of 14 to 18 West Pit 
Lane and CF3 - 3

Owned and maintained by Strensall with 
Towthorpe Parish Council

0.085 HaSize

Yes – 14 - 18 Westpit LaneAdjacent to existing properties?

NoneLocal or community value

Yes - limited - the strip of hedgerow cannot be fully appreciated from 
the road/pavement

Landscape value

NoneHistorical value

NoneRecreational value

Yes - thick, high density mature hedgerow and trees. Ideal for shelter, 
nesting and feeding animals e.g. fruit bearing plants

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Whilst this area of open space has no recreational value due to its 
location and design (no land other than the hedgerow) this small area 
does provide an ideal habitat for wildlife and nesting birds. It is owned 
and maintained by Strensall with Towthorpe Parish Council. Meets 3 
of the 6 assessment criteria

Summary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Although not included in the September 2017 evidence for emerging 
Local Plan it should be included as  Amenity Greenspace

Recommendation

Between Emergency Access road from Sheriff Hutton Road to alongside 
Terrington Court and also accessed from Darfield Close, Woburn Close, 
Lakeside Gardens, Gainsborough Close and Moray Close as far as 
Cowslip Hill

CF2- 42                         

Location

Natural / Semi-Natural Land on Brecks side of 
River Foss                                                     

Part of s106 agreement for housing 
development in The Brecks area 

Size

Yes - to riverside properties on Swallows, Lakeside Gardens and 
Riverside developments

Adjacent to existing properties?

Yes - well used by walkers and dog walkers and connects with Public 
Right of Way Footpath 17

Local or community value

Yes - Natural river bank environment is haven for many varieties of 
birds and small mammals

Landscape value

NoneHistorical value

Yes - well used permissive footpath used by walker and dog walkers. 
Allows access to Footpath 17 on the South side of the River Foss from 
Sheriff Hutton Road as the Public Right of Way (FP17) is severed at 
Cowslip Hill due to footbridge being washed away and not yet replaced 
by local authority

Recreational value

Yes - rich habitat for small mammals including otters and water voles 
and birds of many varieties including kingfishers

Wildlife or green infrastructure value

Meets 5 of the 6 assessment criteriaSummary Assessment/
Basis for Recommendation 

Although not included in the September 2017 evidence for emerging 
Local Plan it should be included as  Natural/Semi-Natural land

Recommendation

A2.25A2.24



APPENDIX THREE: 
LOCAL CONNECTIONS CRITERIA 
FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

Where the affordable1 housing requirement, as set out in the City of York Local Plan, is triggered, it is expected 
that the needs and aspirations of the local community must be met in accordance with the most up to date 
Strategic Housing Needs Assessment and in relation to:

•  The type and size,
•  Tenure,
•  Remaining in perpetuity for local people.

In support of meeting local affordable housing requirements, any new affordable housing is expected to be 
allocated to those with a local connection to Strensall or Towthorpe in the first instance.

This requirement is to be secured through the details of any Section 106 or other legal document connected 
with the transfer of ownership of the affordable units to a Registered Social Provider.

Applicants aged 16 or over are able to apply and they must provide evidence that they have a local connection 
to Strensall or Towthorpe for a minimum 3 years up to and including the date of their application. A person has 
a local connection where:

•  They have lived for the last 3 years in Strensall or Towthorpe through their own choice (e.g. where they 
have been rehoused in temporary accommodation in the area),

•  They are currently employed in Strensall or Towthorpe and have been for the last 3 years,

•  They have direct family who live in Strensall or Towthorpe and have done so for the last 3 years. Direct 
family members are spouses, civil partners, parents, grandparents, sons, daughters, brothers or sisters, or

•  They have other special circumstances that connect them to Strensall or Towthorpe.

1.
 Homes for people who are unable to access or afford market housing and includes social rented and intermediate housing) as defined within the National 

Planning Policy Framework.
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1.0  INTRODUCTION

1.01  This report provides a brief character assessment of the character of the land and buildings within the 
Strensall with Towthorpe Neighbourhood Plan area.  The report focuses on an analysis of the basic built form 
and focuses on the residential areas that generate the overall character of the area.  It also identifies the local 
building materials and architectural features.
 
1.02  The second section of this report suggests design policies to reinforce local distinctiveness in new 
residential development.
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2.00  LOCATION AND SETTING

2.01  Strensall village and Towthorpe hamlet lie approximately 5 kilometres north of York city centre. The 
wider landscape comprises the Vale of York which is a largely open, flat and low-lying landscape between the 
higher land of the Southern Magnesian Limestone ridge to the west, the Howardian Hills to the north and the 
Yorkshire Wolds to the east. The core of the village is on the south side of the River Foss and is positioned 
between the B1363 and A64.

2.02  Strensall village occupies part of a flat open area to the south of the River Foss. The village itself is 
surrounded by agricultural fields to the north, east and west (see Photos. 1 & 2). These areas of open ground 
enable long distance views towards the village from the north. To the south and east of the village is Strensall 
Common and the Queen Elizabeth Barracks.

2.03  Towthorpe is a small hamlet located to the south-west of Strensall and sits to the east of the River Foss 
and is also surrounded by agricultural land. To the south-west beyond the River Foss is the built up area of 
Haxby.
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3.00  SPATIAL ANALYSIS

3.01 The character of Strensall with Towthorpe is established by several key factors. These factors are 
described below and illustrated on Fig. 1.

Transport Corridors and Pedestrian routes

3.02  Within the area there are several distinctive movement corridors. The primary vehicle routes run in a 
north/south direction through the area. The routes comprise Strensall Road, York Road, the western end of 
The Village and Sheriff Hutton Road, and is heavily trafficked particularly during the rush hour periods. There 
are a number of secondary roads within the area Ox Carr Lane, Flaxton Road, Lord Moors Lane runs between 
the railway line and Strensall Common to Flaxton and beyond.  Towthorpe Road/Towthorpe Moor Lane is a 
secondary road that runs along the southern boundary of the study area and provides access to the A64 to 
the south-east.

3.03  The railway line cuts through the study area and travels in south-west/north-east direction (see Photo. 3).  
Whilst there is no longer a station stop in the study area, a significant number of train movements throughout 
the day results in the level crossing barriers in three location closing to prevent vehicles crossing the train line.

3.04  Within the western and northern part of the study area there are a number of public footpaths. A public 
footpath follows the line of the River Foss (see Photo. 4) and there are a number footpaths across farmland in 
the north-west corner of the study area that connect to the footpath along the River Foss.  Within the historic 
core of Strensall there are three short sections of footpaths or snickets that run in a north/south direction. 
Two are located between Southfields Road and the Village (see Photo. 5) whilst the other footpath is situated 
between West End and Church Lane.
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3.05  The River Foss is an historic route that is no longer navigable.  However, it is still considered to be an 
important feature within the area. 

Nodes

3.06  Nodes are places where people meet or gather on a regular basis and the area has several nodes. 

3.07  The main activity within Strensall is generated by the small collection of retail uses and public houses 
along The Village (see Photo. 6). These different uses attract people during the day in addition to the evenings. 

3.08  The Robert Wilkinson Primary Academy is a large primary school that serves the study area.  During term 
time it is a hub of activity, particularly at school pick up and drop off.

3.09  Sport is an important element of the area and there are a number of facilities that attract large numbers 
of people.  The Strensall Community and Youth Sports Association at Durston Drive provides grass football 
pitches together with floodlit tennis courts and all-weather pitch, which generates activity at the weekends and 
weeknights.  Other facilities include the golf club and bowling club.

3.10  The Village Hall is located on Northfields (see Photo. 7) and Hurst Hall Community Centre is located off 
Ox Carr Lane adjacent to the barracks have many local groups utilising the facilities in the evenings and at 
weekends.  The Library is located off the north side of The Village and the Medical Centre on the south side of 
Southfields Road which also generate a significant amount of pedestrian and vehicle movements.  

Local Landmarks

3.11  Queen Elizabeth Barracks are considered to be a local landmark. Whilst there are no individual buildings 
of landmark quality visible from the public domain, the size and presence of the barracks result in a landmark 
quality.
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Photo 8 View of St. Mary’s Church 
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3.12  The  spire of St Mary’s Church (a Grade II listed building) is a dominant feature and serves as a local 
landmark (see Photo. 8).  Views to the spire are possible from within the village itself and from the surrounding 
countryside to the north.

3.13  Within the study area there are two Grade II listed historic bridges that cross the River Foss.  These are 
Strensall Bridge on Sheriff Hutton Road and Strensall New Bridge on Haxby Moor Road. Both bridges have 
a distinctive hump design that mark historic routes into the village from the north. In addition, the recently 
constructed pedestrian footbridge adjacent Strensall Bridge is a distinctive feature with its arched design that 
compliments the form of the adjacent historic bridge.

Gateways

3.14  Along the highway network are a number of significant entrance points which are referred to as 
‘Gateways’. There are several gateways within the Strensall area, with some  more pronounced than others 
due to their location and the type of highway they sit on. It should be noted that the boundary of the study area 
define the arrival points in to the area and therefore a number of the gateways listed below are less obvious 
than others;

•  Level crossing along Lords Moor Lane - strong sense of arrival into the area due to the level 
crossing and barriers (see Photo 10)

•  Road Bridges across the River - sense of arrival into the urban area from the north (see Photo. 9)

•  Roundabout at Strensall Road/York Road - provides a visual clue to arrival into the area

•  Towthorpe - grassed triangular shaped open space, with mature tree and finger post at the road 
junction with Strensall Road.
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Views

3.15  Due to relatively level ground views within the built up area of the study area views are generally 
restricted to those along the highways. There are however, opportunities for views across agricultural land from 
Flaxton Road towards the rooftops of buildings within the historic core of the village, beyond the railway line 
(see Photo. 11). In addition there are open views across the military training area of Strensall Common from 
Lords Moor Lane. There are also views out of the built up area to the surrounding countryside from highway 
to north of the River Foss. 

Greenery and Open Spaces

3.16  Within the area there is a variety of greenery and open spaces.  Some residential properties have mature 
trees in their front gardens which provides a soft landscape edge to the urban form, and many of the twentieth 
century housing estates include formal open spaces with groups of trees or pocket children playgrounds.   
Strensall Park, located to the south of the barracks, has a distinctive central open space that is grassed with 
mature trees around its edge that make a positive contribution to Strensall Road (see Photo. 12). 

3.17  Within the main urban area the principal open spaces are the maintained public recreation facilities such 
as the area adjacent to the Village Hall on Northfields. In contrast to the formal area and gardens, there are 
more natural landscapes around the River Foss. There are also areas of agricultural land that sit between 
railway line and Flaxton Road.  Surrounding the study area on all sides,  the agricultural use of the land creates 
a more rural appearance in contrast to the built up settlement. The enclosed fields were predominantly used 
for grazing animals. 

3.18  Strensall Common located in the east of the study area, dominates the area and is currently used as a 
military training area (see Photo. 13). It is a rich and varied environment with a wealth of wildlife. It is one of 
only two extensive lowland heaths remaining in the Vale of York and contains rare species of flora and fauna, 
including moths, flowers and ferns. The land is farmed and the grazing of cattle and sheep is restricted in 
accordance with the Natural England Stewardship Award in order to protect its status as a SSSI. The common 
has a distinctive character, including evergreen trees, that is very different from the surrounding enclosed 
farmland.
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Photo 13 View across Strensall Common 
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highway to north of the River Foss. 

 Greenery and Open Spaces 

3.16 Within the area there is a variety of greenery and open 
spaces.  Some residential properties have mature trees 
in their front gardens which provides a soft landscape 
edge to the urban form, and many of the twentieth 
century housing estates include formal open spaces with 
groups of trees or pocket children playgrounds.   
Strensall Park, located to the south of the barracks,  has 
a distinctive central open space that is grassed with 
mature trees around its edge that make a positive 
contribution to Strensall Road (see Photo. 12).  

3.17 Within the main urban area the principal open spaces 
are the maintained public recreation facilities such as 
the area adjacent to the Village Hall on Northfields.  In 
contrast to the formal area and gardens, there are more 
natural landscapes around the River Foss.  There are 
also areas of agricultural land that sit between railway 
line and Flaxton Road.  Surrounding the study area on 
all sides,  the agricultural use of the land creates a more 
rural appearance in contrast to the built up settlement.  
The enclosed fields were predominantly used for 
grazing animals.   

3.18 Strensall Common located in the east of the study area, 
dominates the area and is currently used as a military 
training area (see Photo. 13).  It is a rich and varied 
environment with a wealth of wildlife. It is one of only 
two extensive lowland heaths remaining in the Vale of 
York and contains rare species of flora and fauna, 
including moths, flowers and ferns.  The land is farmed 
and the grazing of cattle and sheep is restricted in 
accordance with the Natural England Stewardship 
Award in order to protect its status as a SSSI.  The 
common has a distinctive character, including evergreen 
trees, that is very different from the surrounding 
enclosed farmland. 
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4.00 CHARACTER AREAS 

 

Photo 16 View of  housing on south side of 
 Alexandra Road 

Photo 15 View of Strensall Park 

4.01 Within the study area it is possible to identify 20 
building character areas.  The character of these 
areas relates to the use of the land, the form of the 
buildings, the spaces between the buildings and the 
level of activity within an area. The character areas 
are as follows and are identified in Fig. 2. 

1. Towthorpe Conservation Area 
2. Strensall Park 
3. Alexandra Road 
4. Queen Elizabeth Barracks 
5. St Wilfrid’s Road 
6. Howard Road 
7. Ox Carr Lane 
8. Pasture Close 
9. Oak Tree Close 
10. York Road west side 
11. York Road east side 
12. Princess Road/ Moor Lane  
13. Southfields Road 
14. Strensall Conservation Area 
15. Fossview Close 
16. Northfields 
17. Strensall Railway Conservation Area 
18. Lords Moor Lane 
19. Park Gate/Redmayne Square/ Swallows 
20. Thompson Drive/Heath Ride 
21. Surrounding Countryside 
 

4.02 The boundaries of these areas sometimes overlap 
and as a result have blurred edges. A brief 
description of each area is set out in the following 
paragraphs. 

 
1. Towthorpe 
Small former agricultural hamlet with historic 
farmhouses and outbuildings that are grouped to 
form small yards.  The farmhouses are two storeys in 
height, whilst the outbuildings are generally a single 
storey in height.  The buildings are constructed in red 
brick with pitched pantiled roofs (See Photo. 14). 
 
2. Strensall Park 
This is a mid-twentieth century housing estate laid 
out around a large tree lined open space.  The 
detached houses are set in generous grounds, they 
are two storeys in height and are rendered with 

Photo 14 Housing in Towthorpe 
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Small former agricultural hamlet with historic farmhouses and outbuildings that are grouped to form small 
yards. The farmhouses are two storeys in height, whilst the outbuildings are generally a single storey in height.  
The buildings are constructed in red brick with pitched pantiled roofs (See Photo. 14).  
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(see Photo. 15). It is understood they were built as married officers quarters. The majority of the houses have 
flanking walls that incorporate garages whilst other have garages that project forward of the building line. All 
of the houses are set behind a low brick wall with metal entrance gates. The estate is laid out around a narrow 
highway with grass verges and trees from the front gardens overspill onto the streetscene. At the northern end 
of the central open space are tennis courts  surrounded by a mature hedge. 
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3. Alexandra Road

This is a leafy residential street, with two storey semi-detached houses set in generous gardens. The houses 
are set behind a post and wire fence or hedge. The majority of the houses on the south side of the street were 
built during the early twentieth century and constructed with a glazed red brick with a hipped roof covered 
in modern concrete tiles. The principal elevation of these houses is located on the south façade away from 
the street and the rear elevation faces Alexandra Road. The street is punctuated at its end by a detached 
Commanding Officers residence of a similar age to the buildings on the south side of the street. The houses 
on the north side are also two storey semi-detached houses built in the mid–twentieth century with principal 
elevations that face Alexandra Road. They have side entrances and detached garages to the side of the units 
(see Photo 17).  
 
4. Queen Elizabeth Barracks

This area contains the operational Army Barracks set behind a wire fence that includes a variety of historic and 
modern buildings laid out around parade grounds. The historic buildings are constructed in brick with hipped 
roofs covered in slate or tiles.
  
5. St Wilfrid’s Road

This area comprises mid-twentieth century semi- detached two storey houses, that are constructed with red 
brick and have pitched concrete pantiled roofs (see Photo 18). The houses are set back from the highway 
behind open grassed areas and vehicle parked is provided in parking courts. This area also contains St 
Wilfrid’s Garrison Church, which dates from 1934 and makes a positive contribution to the streetscene.
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pitched pantile roofs (see Photo. 15).  It is 
understood they were built as married officers 
quarters. The majority of the houses have flanking 
walls that incorporate garages whilst other have 
garages that project forward of the building line.  All 
of the houses are set behind a low brick wall with 
metal entrance gates.  The estate is laid out around 
a narrow highway with grass verges and trees from 
the front gardens overspill onto the streetscene.  
At the northern end of the central open space are 
tennis courts  surrounded by a mature hedge.   
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Photo 16: View of housing on south side of Alexandra 
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Photo 17: Housing on north side of Alexandra Road

Photo 18: Housing along St Wilfred’s Road Photo 19: Housing to the north of Howard Road
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6. Howard Road

On the south side of  Howard Road is a late twentieth century two storey housing estate that contains  a variety 
of detached, semi-detached and short terraces arranged around a small central grassed area with a small 
children’s playground. They are constructed in red brick with shallow pitched pantiled roofs and set behind a 
grass verge with tree and shrub planting.  To the north of Howard Road is a similar housing estate that comprises 
short terraces laid out in a “Radburn” style with highways and pavements segregated. They are two storeys 
in height constructed in brown or buff brick with shallow pitched pantiled roofs (see Photo. 19). The layout 
comprises parking courts and garage blocks and pockets of green space with isolated trees. Rear gardens that 
overlook streetscene are defined by tall timber fencing or brick walls.  
 
7. Ox Carr Lane

This area has a mixed character with a variety of historic and modern developments that are also two storeys 
in height and are generally constructed in a red brick with pitched pantile roofs (see Photo. 20). The houses 
are generally set back from the highway and sit behind brick walls or hedges. 
 
8. Pasture Close

This area is predominantly a late twentieth century residential area with houses laid out around a traditional 
highway with pavements on either side of the highway. There area mixture of bungalows and chalet style 
houses that are constructed in a brown or buff brick with a pitched pantiled roof (see Photo. 21). There are no 
boundary walls or hedges that define the curtilage to the houses and there are also small areas of landscaping 
with isolated trees. 
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5. St Wilfrid’s Road 
This area comprises mid-twentieth century semi- 
detached two storey houses, that are constructed 
with red brick and have pitched concrete pantiled 
roofs (see Photo 18).  The houses are set back from 
the highway behind open grassed areas and vehicle 
parked is provided in parking courts.  This area also 
contains St Wilfrid’s Garrison Church, which dates 
from 1934 and makes a positive contribution to the 
streetscene. 
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9. Oak Tree Close

This area is characterised by predominantly two storey detached housing, although there are examples of 
some bungalows, that were built during the mid to late twentieth century. The houses are set behind low brick 
walls or hedges and are laid out along an estate road with pavements on either side of the highway. Some of 
the dwellings have detached garages, whilst other are incorporated within the house. Given the range in the 
date of the construction of the houses they use a variety of materials; stone, red or brown brick which results 
in varied but somewhat haphazard appearance (see Photo. 22)

10. York Road - west side

This area is characterised by a variety of residential areas that were constructed during the late twentieth 
century. The area contains a variety of detached and semi-detached two storey houses and a number of 
detached bungalows (see Photo. 23). Houses constructed in a red brick with a pitched pantiled roof. Some of 
the bungalows have brick infil panels, stone elements and false timber paneling. The houses are laid out along 
typical estate roads with pavements to either side of the highway. The area also includes a short parades of 
shops on the north side of Barley Rise.

11. York Road - east side

This area is characterised by a variety of residential areas that were constructed during the late twentieth 
century.  The area contains a variety of detached and semi-detached two storey houses and a number of 
detached bungalows (see Photo 24). The houses are constructed in a variety of red brick with a pitched 
pantiled roof.  The houses are laid out along typical estate roads with pavements to either side of the highway. 
The estates are laid out with small communal open grassed areas that are often punctuated by groups of trees.
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 This area is characterised by predominantly two 

storey detached housing, although there are 
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 12. Princess Road/Moor Lane  
This character area excludes the housing located 
within the Strensall Conservation Area.  The area  
comprises mixed mid-late twentieth century houses 
that are predominantly two storeys in height, 
although there are some examples of bungalows.  
The houses are  generally detached or semi-
detached houses that sit behind small front gardens 
(see Photo. 25).    They are constructed with brick 
and have pitched pantile roofs.  On the west side of 
Moor Lane they are examples of cul-de-sac 
developments (such as Orchard Way) that are laid 
out around a traditional highway or a mews court 
arrangement.     
 
13. Southfields Road 
Single storey housing located on the south side of 
Southfields Road (see Photo. 26)  Set around a 
grassed area with isolated trees. Constructed in red 
brick with render infil panels and a pitched slate 
roof.  At the eastern end of the road are a number 
of two storey dwellings constructed in red brick 
with pitched pantile roofs. 
 
14. Strensall Conservation Area 
This character area comprises historic buildings 
located along Church Lane and the western end of 
The Village, together with late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century development along Princess Road/
Moor Lane.   The area contains a variety of retail 
and leisure uses together with many houses.  The 
majority of the buildings are two storey storeys in 
height, constructed in brick with a pitched pantile 
roof.  The buildings face the street and sit at the 
back edge of the pavement or are positioned behind 
small front gardens defined by low brick walls (see 
Photo 27).  
 
15. Fossview Close 
This area contains twenty first century residential 
development on the site of a former tannery.  The 
houses are two storeys in height (although some 
have rooms in the roof space expressed by the use 

Photo 27 Housing within Character Area 
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Photo 28 Housing in Fossview Close 
 
 

Photo 26 Housing on Southfields Road 
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12. Princess Road/Moor Lane 

This character area excludes the housing located within the Strensall Conservation Area.  The area  comprises 
mixed mid-late twentieth century houses that are predominantly two storeys in height, although there are some 
examples of bungalows. The houses are  generally detached or semi-detached houses that sit behind small 
front gardens (see Photo. 25). They are constructed with brick and have pitched pantile roofs. On the west side 
of Moor Lane they are examples of cul-de-sac developments (such as Orchard Way) that are laid out around 
a traditional highway or a mews court arrangement.    

13. Southfields Road

Single storey housing located on the south side of Southfields Road (see Photo. 26). Set around a grassed 
area with isolated trees. Constructed in red brick with render infil panels and a pitched slate roof. At the eastern 
end of the road are a number of two storey dwellings constructed in red brick with pitched pantile roofs.

14. Strensall Conservation Area

This character area comprises historic buildings located along Church Lane and the western end of The Village, 
together with late nineteenth and early twentieth century development along Princess Road/Moor Lane. The 
area contains a variety of retail and leisure uses together with many houses. The majority of the buildings are 
two storey storeys in height, constructed in brick with a pitched pantile roof. The buildings face the street and 
sit at the back edge of the pavement or are positioned behind small front gardens defined by low brick walls 
(see Photo 27). 

15. Fossview Close

This area contains twenty first century residential development on the site of a former tannery. The houses are 
two storeys in height (although some have rooms in the roof space expressed by the use of dormers) and are 
constructed in red brick with pitched pantiled roofs (see Photo. 28). There are examples of the use of render 
as the primary facing material. The road layout follows a mews court arrangement with a tight knit layout with 
houses set close to the highway. Parking is provided by detached garaging or parking areas to front of the 
houses. 
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16. Northfields

This area is predominantly a mid-late twentieth century residential area. The houses are predominantly two 
storeys in height and are semi-detached units (see Photo. 29). They are constructed in red brick with hipped 
pantiled roofs and sit back from the highway behind timber fencing or hedges. 

17. Strensall Railway Buildings Conservation Area

This area contains housing associated with the arrival of the railway in the mid-late nineteenth century. The 
area predominantly contains semi-detached villas facing the highway, but there is an a example of a short 
terrace on the north side of The Village. The houses are two storeys in height, constructed in red brick with 
pitched slate roofs and set behind a small front garden defined by a low brick wall (see Photo. 30).

18. Lords Moor Lane

This is characterized by mid to late twentieth century detached housing set back from the highway behind large 
front gardens (see Photo 31). The houses are predominantly bungalows but there are examples of two storey 
houses. They are constructed in a variety of brick with pitched roofs covered in tiles or concrete tiles. This area 
also includes a small pocket of large detached houses off the north side of Flaxton Road that are accessed via 
an unmade track.
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 19. Park Gate/Redmayne Square/Swallows 
 This character area  predominantly contains a 

variety of housing estates constructed during the 
late twentieth century and early twenty-first 
century.  The houses are predominantly two-
storeys in height (although some have rooms in the 
roof space expressed by the use of dormers) and 
are constructed in red brick or they are rendered 
with a pitched pantile roof (see Photo. 32)  The 
majority of the houses have garages incorporated 
into the house and in places the houses are set 
behind metal railings.  Within this area there are 
examples of the use of setts as a surface material 
which adds variety to the appearance of the area. 

 
 20. Thompson Drive/Heath Ride 
 This character area  predominantly contains a 

variety of housing estates constructed during the 
late twentieth century.  The houses are laid out 
around a traditional highway and are predominantly 
two-storeys in height, constructed in red brick with 
a pitched pantile roof (see Photo. 33).   

 
 21. Surrounding Countryside 
 Beyond the built form within the village envelope, 

the surrounding landscape is defined by agricultural 
fields and Strensall Common, which is located to 
the south-east of Strensall.   The common 
comprises a large area of open ground, with 
isolated groups of trees and is used a military 
training area.  The remainder of surrounding 
countryside, apart from York Golf Club, comprises 
an agricultural landscape defined by a series of 
fields enclosed by hedgerows and isolated trees. 
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19. Park Gate/Redmayne Square/Swallows

This character area  predominantly contains a variety of housing estates constructed during the late twentieth 
century and early twenty-first century. The houses are predominantly two-storeys in height (although some 
have rooms in the roof space expressed by the use of dormers) and are constructed in red brick or they are 
rendered with a pitched pantile roof (see Photo. 32). The majority of the houses have garages incorporated 
into the house and in places the houses are set behind metal railings. Within this area there are examples of 
the use of setts as a surface material which adds variety to the appearance of the area.

20. Thompson Drive/Heath Ride

This character area  predominantly contains a variety of housing estates constructed during the late twentieth 
century. The houses are laid out around a traditional highway and are predominantly two-storeys in height, 
constructed in red brick with a pitched pantile roof (see Photo. 33).  

21. Surrounding Countryside

Beyond the built form within the village envelope, the surrounding landscape is defined by agricultural fields 
and Strensall Common, which is located to the south-east of Strensall. The common comprises a large area of 
open ground, with isolated groups of trees and is used a military training area. The remainder of surrounding 
countryside, apart from York Golf Club, comprises an agricultural landscape defined by a series of fields 
enclosed by hedgerows and isolated trees.
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5.01  This section will describe the different types of built form located within the study area. For the purposes 
of this report only the residential building types have been analysed and have been split into the following 
categories:

18th & 19th century agricultural cottages and workshops

5.02  The agricultural origins of the village results in a typical domestic scale of buildings set back behind low 
brick garden walls, topped with metal railings or hedges. The buildings are detached or semi–detached, two 
storeys in height, with vertically proportioned openings. Some buildings have single storey wings that were 
previously used as workshops but are now also in residential use (see Photo. 34). In some instances the 
buildings have a shallow floor plan.  

18th & 19th century farmhouses and outbuildings

5.03 Within the area there are a number of farm complexes particularly within Towthorpe (see Photo 35). The 
farmhouses are two storeys in height with vertically proportioned window openings, a pitched roof and are 
surrounded by a variety of outbuildings set back from the road and are generally arranged around a yard.  

19th century two-storey terraces

5.04  The terraces are generally two storeys in height, with vertically proportioned window openings and have 
a small front garden area defined by a low boundary wall. They are generally of a simple form although some 
properties are more elaborate in appearance often with ground floor bay windows and some have gabled roof 
elements that accommodate additional rooms within the roof space (see Photo. 36)

19th century two storey detached and semi–detached villas

5.05  There are also a number of examples of traditional two storey detached villas and villa pairs which are set 
behind small front gardens defined by low brick walls. These also have vertically proportioned openings and 
have a more elaborate form with ground floor bay windows timber canopies (see Photo. 37). 

 5.00  BUILT FORM
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Photo 35 Example of farm complex in 
 Towthorpe 

Photo 36 Terrace development with 
additional rooms accommodated 
within the roof space 

Photo 34 Example of detached house with 
 rear wing 
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20th century two-storey detached and semi-detached houses

5.04  Another residential type is the twentieth century detached and semi-detached estate style of development. 
Within the area there are examples from different eras, ranging from interwar period to the mid to late twentieth 
century housing and the more recent infill developments (see Photo 38). The buildings follow the basic design 
principles of detached or semi-detached pairs, with horizontally proportioned window openings.  They are set 
back from the street with small front gardens and an open frontage. The estates are generally laid out with 
integrated areas of open spaces. The later housing includes driveways and garaging and some of the more 
recent developments have integral garaging.

Twentieth-century bungalows

5.05  Within the area there are a number of late twentieth-century bungalow developments, with horizontally 
proportioned openings. These buildings are generally detached properties that have open front gardens, with no 
separating fence or boundary wall and a private driveway with an integral or detached garage (see Photo. 39).
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5.00 BUILT FORM 

 
Photo 35 Example of farm complex in 
 Towthorpe 

Photo 36 Terrace development with 
additional rooms accommodated 
within the roof space 

Photo 34 Example of detached house with 
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Photo 23: Terrace development with additional rooms 
accomodated within the roof space

Photo 24: Example of nineteenth century semi-
detached housing

Photo 25: Twentieth century two storey housing Photo 26: Twentieth century bungalows
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6.01  Within the Strensall area the predominant external walling material is red brick. In the study area there 
are two principal historic brick types: a smoother brick and a red clamp brick (see Photos. 40 & 41) which are 
laid on relatively thin mortar bed, typically in an English Garden Wall or Stretcher bond. The character and 
appearance of the brickwork varies dependent on the age of the property. There are also examples of buildings 
which utilise render.

6.02  The historic buildings have slate, plain clay tiles or pantile roofs with metal rainwater goods. Some buildings 
retain their timber framed vertical sliding sash windows and paneled timber doors. 

6.03  The modern buildings in the area utilise a different palette of materials with external walls constructed 
of red brick, concrete pantiles and often uPVC rainwater goods, window frames and doors (see Photo. 42).

6.00  MATERIALS 
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7.01  The majority of the buildings are designed with traditional details that relate to the period when they were 
constructed rather than being specific to this area.
 
7.02  The earlier buildings within the area have simple architectural detailing that includes brick cambered or flat 
arched lintels, a dentiled eaves course and some buildings have brick tumbling on the gables (see Photo 43). 
 
7.03  A feature of some of the later terraced and semi- detached properties is the use of a string course of white 
contrasting brickwork and the use of single storey canted bay windows with hipped roofs. In addition, projecting 
brickwork used to form a cornice to the chimney stacks (see Photo 44) and the front doors are covered with 
decorative timber porches that have elaborate carved panels and brackets (see Photo.45) 

7.00   ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
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Photo 45 View of decorative detailing 
 

Photo 43 Brick tumbling 

Photo 44 Brickwork details 
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Photo 43: Brick tumbling Photo 44: Brickwork details

Photo 45: View of decorative detailing
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